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WICCA - ART, SCIENCE AND RELIGION  
ART 

 Art, in its broadest meaning, is the expression of creativity or imagination, or both. 

 The products of human creativity    

 The creation of beautiful or significant things;  

 A superior skill that you can learn by study and practice and observation; "the art of 

conversation"; "it's quite an art"  

 Human endeavor thought to be aesthetic and have meaning beyond simple description. Includes 

music, dance, sculpture, painting, drawing, stitchery, weaving, poetry, writing, woodworking, etc.  

 A medium of expression where the individual and culture come together 

 The formal expression of a conceived image or imagined conception in terms of a given 

medium. 

 

SCIENCE 

 the study of the natural world 

 Primarily the pursuit and study of physical and material knowledge, particularly in a systematic 

and organized manner, of spiritual matters. 

 The study of the nature and behavior of the physical universe in order to provide understanding 

and to develop a description of the basic principles and mechanisms. 

 The observation and classification of the ways in which nature works, as these ways affect 

human awareness                                                   

 

RELIGION 

 A general term used... to designate all concepts concerning the belief in god(s) and goddess(es) 

as well as other spiritual beings or transcendental ultimate concerns.  

 Human beings' relation to that which they regard as holy, sacred, spiritual, or divine. 

 Relation of human beings to God or the gods or to whatever they consider sacred or, in some 

cases, merely supernatural. 
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 Religion is the human attitude towards a sacred order that includes within it all being—human 

or otherwise—i.e., belief in a cosmos, the meaning of which both includes and transcends man. 

WHAT WICCA IS NOT 
 Many people have heard at least a little about Wicca. However, some of the information about 

Wicca is inaccurate due to distortion or general misconceptions. 

 To try and remedy this situation a little bit, we refute what we believe to be the most commonly 

held misconceptions about Wicca circulating in modern North America today. 

 There are no animal sacrifices. There are no blood sacrifices. Occasionally we sacrifice 

bread or a vegetable or two, but that’s about it. 

 There are no orgies, although some Wiccans choose to worship skyclad (i.e., naked), nor 

are we pederasts or pedophiles. We are a fertility religion and consider procreation a 

sacred act, and we symbolically recreate the procreative act in the practice known as the 

Great Rite, but there are no orgies or child abuse. 

 The pentagram – the five-pointed star – is not a satanic symbol. It is an ancient symbol. 

The Pythagoreans used it as the symbol of their worship of the mathematical beauty of 

the universe. It has been used in many places and times as a sacred geometric symbol. 

Although both Wiccans and some Satanists use the same symbol, that does not make 

them analogous. Both the Nazis and ancient meso-Americans also used the swastika as a 

sacred symbol. They aren’t the same, either. 

 We do not wish to destroy Christianity, just to live and practice our religion. Wicca 

attempts to recreate the indigenous religious systems of pre-Christian Europe, in a 

modern context. Christianity did try to destroy those systems, but Wiccans do not wish 

to destroy Christianity. 

 The Wiccan religion does not proselytize. and.. .  

 In general Wiccans do not train or teach anyone under eighteen years of age, for a 

number of reasons including legal considerations. One of the major controversies within 

Wicca in the past few years has been what to do about the children, with many feelings 

that there is no place for children, with many feelings that there is no place for children 

at all in Wicca. We are Goddess worshippers, with a strong maternal bent to our beliefs, 



and Wiccans are vehemently opposed to any form of child abuse. Wicca is a religion of 

choice (few people have been born into a Wiccan household), and it behooves most 

teachers to be sure the choice to study Wicca is a mature and intelligent one and not just 

rebellion, fad, or whim.  

 We don’t condone ritual abuse or engage in it. The accusations that some Wiccans 

practice ritual abuse appears to stem from some who equate Wicca with satanic 

practices. One of the major credos of almost all Wiccans is “And it harms none, do what 

you will.” This would seem to make it difficult for us to intentionally harm anyone, let 

alone our fellow worshippers.  

 For those who claim that any new religion is a cult until it has been around for three or 

more generations, Wicca passed that milestone in the last decade. Dating from the first 

written public accounts, Wicca began in 1951, and since a generation is approximately 

twenty years, Wicca was into it’s third generation in 1991. And if you date from 

Gardner’s writings – he started in 1939 – that milestone came even earlier. 

 There are no more than three degrees (or ranks) of Initiation in the Wiccan religion. 

According to Christian mythology, there are secret advanced Fourth and Fifth degrees of 

Initiation, which are really blood pledges to Satan. This is a complete fabrication. Some 

groups may have fewer or more than three degrees of Initiation. The few who may have 

more than three degrees usually use them to recognize some sort of mundane-oriented 

organizational post within the group, like secretary or treasurer. But no group requires 

any sort of pledge to Satan for anything. 

 Wicca is not a religion for everyone and anyone. Wicca is a religion of choice, self-

determination, and self-responsibility, and it isn’t easy being Wiccan today. Many 

Wiccans have suffered discrimination, lost jobs, homes, spouses, and children because of 

their beliefs. As the very least, to be Wiccan is to be constantly reminded you are a 

minority, not a part of mainstream culture and mindsets, and you have to either adapt 

and be silent or fight hard for your rights to be recognized. For instance, few employers 

allow Wiccan workers to take Samhain (Halloween) off as a religious holiday, although 

most Wiccans are forced to take off Christmas, even though it means nothing to them, 

and of course we are not alone in that; Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, and Hindus are in the 

same situation. 
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 Wicca is not a religion for people who want to go someplace for an hour or so a week, 

and have their religious needs cared for. Being Wiccan usually means you practice your 

religion every day, all the time. It is a lifestyle and world-view as much as anything else. 

Because there is no one holy book, Wiccans are constantly reading, studying, and 

learning about things that pertain to their religious life, and life in general. 

 And possibly most important, Wicca is not a religion where you can go and have 

someone perform the services for you. All Wiccan Initiates are Priestess and Priests in 

their own right and we perform almost all of our own rituals and ceremonies ourselves. 

There are no intermediaries between Wiccans and their Gods. 

  



WHAT IS “PAGAN”? 
There are those (several popular dictionaries included) who define pagan in exclusionary terms. That is 

to say, “pagan” is any spiritual philosophy or practice that is not Judeo-Christian and/or Islamic in 

origin. By this definition, Taoist philosophy, Atheist argument and Santa Claus are all “pagan”. 

For the purposes of this course, we will use a more limited definition of the term “pagan”. 

The three key features which identify a spiritual path as “pagan” are incorporation of aboriginal 

practices, the concept of immanent deity, and the acceptance of spiritual responsibility. Most pagan 

traditions include reverence (but rarely submission) to a pantheon of Gods/Goddesses; however, some 

are based simply on the concept of ALL, or a mixture of individualized deities and deity as one. 

 Aboriginal practices include folk magic, trance journeying, shamanic healing, ecstatic dance, 

drumming, and chanting. Ritualized versions of human survival practices (eating, drinking, sex, 

cleansing) and rites of passage (birth, puberty, initiation to society as an adult, parenthood, 

elderhood, death) are also key practices. 

 Deity in pagan traditions is seen as immanent — existing throughout and within all things — 

and frequently as adapting to a number of specific mythological forms (archetypes). The Earth 

as a loving Mother is the most widely recognized example of this understanding. While 

individual god forms may be seen as separate and distant, even within Pagan lore, deity is always 

within and without. 

 Spiritual responsibility is one of the least understood concepts common to Pagan traditions. 

While other religions have long and detailed codes of conduct to follow, Pagan religions require 

their adherents only to take responsibility for their actions. This is actually much more complex than 

simply following (or attempting to follow) a restrictive code. We will explore this further in an 

upcoming lesson. 

 

WHAT IS WITCHCRAFT?                                                                                                                      
  For the purposes of this course, we’re going to keep this pretty simple. Witchcraft or the "craft of the 

wise" is the art and science of making magic and healing. It includes practices such as healing, herbalism, 

astrology, meditation and shaping psychic energy to name a few. It is a scientific approach to spiritual 

existence. 

Witchcraft has much in common with Paganism but can be practiced vocationally in conjunction with 

most personal belief systems. Witchcraft is an active practice which requires the practitioner to become 
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steadily more aware of self and of the world around him. One cannot be a “Sunday witch”; it won’t 

work. 

Because a witch needs to be self-aware, learn to be aware of his surroundings, and learn to have a degree 

of control over his reactions, it is essential that all students develop the skills of journaling and 

meditation. Journaling is especially useful when one begins in study. The student often discovers his 

viewpoints and perspective changing rapidly and will be glad to have a record of such events. In 

addition, one can see the inherent “magic” in life through these records of impressions, dreams, 

sensations, and meditations. 

Meditation is a key element of all spiritual disciplines. This is because it allows the student to separate 

himself from an incident, observation, social code, etc. and observe it from a variety of different 

viewpoints. Often, when a student is confused about something in which he is training, or has a life 

lesson he is struggling with, his teacher will instruct him to meditate on the problem. This is not an 

invitation to worry and wring one’s hands, but an opportunity to separate and look around the problem. 

Meditation is also a very pleasant way to relax and feel serenity. 

Witchcraft as an art and science can be practiced independent of any particular creed or religion. The 

practices involved in Witchcraft are, in fact, compatible with most philosophies of life. 

 

WHAT IS WICCA?              
      Wicca is a priesthood of “The Old Religion”. Wicca developed into the form we know today 

through the efforts of a British civil servant named Gerald Gardner approximately 55 years ago. 

Gardner claimed to have been initiated into a coven of British Witches and developed his religion by 

“filling in the blanks” from the material he was given. Some disagree, and assert that he invented Wicca 

wholesale, borrowing from other occult organizations and collaborating with some of the most famous 

occult personalities of his time. While its origins are a bit murky (which is to be expected of an oath 

bound order), Wicca has grown and developed from the time of Gardner into a beautiful bouquet of 

religious traditions. Traditions that practice Wicca as ordained by Gardner and his students — in small 

oath bound groups called covens, with linage passed formally through a number of initiations, witch to 

witch, and with reliance on a particular cycle of rituals and myths worked over the wheel of the year — 

are considered Traditional Wicca. Over the years, various students wished to add or change something, 

and altered the original tradition, thus forming a new tradition. 



Since the latter years of the 20th century, a great deal of information about Wicca has become available 

to the public. This development both elevated the acceptance of Wicca and promoted the genesis of a 

number of self-created traditions and self-dedicated practitioners. These traditions and persons are 

usually labeled “eclectic Wicca” although the term I prefer is “independent pagan”. In part due to the 

sudden rise in the popularity of eclectic Wicca, many people confuse other pagan paths with Wicca. 

Traditional Wicca heavily influences the information in this course, but because the material is not oath 

bound, it could easily be considered independent paganism. 

Because the practices of Wicca incorporate Witchcraft, I will frequently refer to the disciplines involved 

as “The Craft”, and to Wicca practitioners as “witches”. There are those who argue that you can practice 

Wicca without practicing Witchcraft. As Traditional Wicca, I do not hold this viewpoint and discourage 

it in my students. 

(from: First Directions in Wicca) 

1. Origin of word "Wicca": 

The Oxford Unabridged Dictionary provides us with a variety of examples of early spellings and uses of 

the word "witch". Study of Old English shows us that consistency in spelling and word usage was slow 

in developing, and some variations of any given word may be found only once in old documents. 

The word "witch" was spelled many ways including: wych, wice, wic, wyc, wyche, weyche, wich, wicca, 

wiccian, wytche, wysshyn, wycchyn, wycca, witche, wiech, weche, weach, vytche, vyche and weech. 

Other words found using the root word of "wych" are: 

"wicca" A wizard, soothsayer, sorcerer, magician 

"wicce" A witch, sorceress 

"wicce-craeft" Sorcery, magic art 

"Wicce-dom" Witchcraft, sorcery, magic 

"Wiccian" To practice witchcraft 

The word wicca was originally pronounced "wich-a" and would have pertained to an action or a person 

performing and action (witch-er) rather than applying to a religion. Gerald Gardner chose the word 

"wicca" (and pronounced it wik-a) as the name for his newly created religion. 

The Teutonic prefix of "wik-" means to bend and is applied generally to various forms of trees which 

have pliable branches. These would include trees whose branches were used to bake bows such as the 

"Wych Elm". Other pliable trees include "Witch-wood" (Mountain Ash or rowan-tree), witch alder, and 

witch hazel. These are all so named because of the flexibility of their branches. As far as we are able to 
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determine the people who came to be called "witches" were so named because of their use (or supposed 

use) of various pliable branches in their work. Use of a branch for "witching" water (a divining rod used 

for finding underground water sources), for example, pertains first to the use of a flexible branch for the 

process, and only later to the person using the branch. 

a. Spirituality: 

Wicca is a way of life and a way of relating to the world around us. Wicca provides a way for each 

individual to find his or her best way of relating to deity. We acknowledge a force in nature which is 

around us and within us, but not above us or "in charge" of us. Wicca enables to see the beauty and the 

magic in everything we sense and do. Wicca is about developing relationships with the gods, goddesses 

and elements for a better understanding of how we can work with them to improve our lives and the 

lives of those around us. 

b. Enlightenment: 

Traditional Wicca is an initiatory mystery religion - based on the ideas found in the ancient mystery 

schools. Mysteries can not be taught, lectured about, written down or explained. The mysteries of life 

can only be understood through experience and revelation. We are on a constant quest for answers and 

explanations to questions such as: "Who are we?", "Why are we here?", "What is our place in the grand 

scheme of things?", "What does reincarnation mean to us?"  

The purpose of a mystery school is to create an atmosphere which can enable the student to come to a 

certain understanding of the. There are no guarantees. The level of understanding a student achieves will 

depend on many factors not within the teacher's control. 

Wiccans are not afraid to question anything and everything about the world around them, and best of 

all, we do not feel a need to find the "one and only true right answer". Answers lead to more questions, 

which leads to more meditation, and more enlightenment. We never stop learning. We believe that the 

greater our understanding of nature, the better able we are to work with the energies found there. 

Enlightenment is not a goal - it is an on-going process. 

c. Magic: 

We use the energies around us to strengthen the power within ourselves. We do not use this power for 

"power over" others, we use this power to help ourselves, the Earth, and others in positive, non-harmful 

ways. We believe that the ability to do magic is a gift from the gods which must not be abused. In return 

for this gift we must always do what we can to help and preserve Nature. 



 

d. Responsibility: 

Practicing Wicca means accepting responsibility for one's own choices and actions. Whether the action 

is a working of magic, teaching magic to a student, raising a child, driving a car or writing a book we 

muse be aware of the consequences of all that we do and always be thinking ahead. Traditional Wiccans 

do not look to blame others when things go wrong in the world around them. They look for the lessons 

in all things and apply what they learn to all that they do. 

e. Lineage: 

While Wicca can be practiced in a traditional manner without Lineage, it is the Lineage to Gardner that 

ensures that a tradition of Wicca is being taught and carried on by initiated witches who were initiated by 

witches who were initiated by witches…and so forth…directly back to Gardner himself, and thereby 

better assuring that at least some of original flavor and intent of Gardner's Wicca is present. 
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CLASSIFYING WITCHCRAFTS AN EXCERPT FROM 
BONEWITS'S ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO WITCHCRAFT 
AND WICCA COPYRIGHT © 1971, 2005 C.E., ISAAC 
BONEWITS  
As with the words "artist," "doctor," "scientist," or "diviner," the word "witch" is almost meaningless 

without some sort of qualifying adjective in front of it. Here is a brief review, in alphabetical order, of 

the classification system I have created to distinguish the various European and American sorts of 

witches from one another. Note that several of these categories are capable of overlapping and/or of 

being mixed by living individuals. 

Anthropologic Witchcraft 

Anything an anthropologist calls "witchcraft," usually referring to either or both of the following 

meanings: 

1. The practices of independent (real or supposed) magic users who are suspected of at least sometimes 

using their magic outside of their society's accepted cultural norms 

2. A perceived state, often involuntary, of being a monster who can curse people with the "evil eye" 

Christian Witchcraft, a.k.a. Christo-Wicca 

The beliefs and practices of those who mix Neoclassic Witchcraft (see below) and/or Neopagan 

Witchcraft (Wicca) with a liberal form of Christianity, thus creating new Mesopagan versions of Wicca. 

Those who do primarily the former are often believers that "witchcraft is a craft," not a religion. Those 

who do primarily the latter are looked at askance by most Wiccans, who are inclined to think of them 

as "heretics." 

Naturally, all but the most liberal of Christians consider people doing any flavor whatsoever of 

witchcraft to be heretics, since Christian priests, preachers, and ministers are supposed to have a 

complete monopoly on all performances of magic. 

Classic Witchcraft, a.k.a. Cunning Craft 

The practices of the people that many modern witches think were the original witches, but who are 

more properly known as the cunning men and women. These folks were seldom called "witches" (at 

least to their faces) and could have any or all the following in their bags of tricks: midwifery; healing 

with magic, herbs, and other folk remedies; providing abortions, love potions, and poisons; divination; 



and casting of curses and blessings. Classic Witches have continued to exist to this very day, in ever 

dwindling numbers, mostly in the remotest villages and among the Romany or other traveling peoples. 

Criminal Witchcraft 

Witchcraft as originally conceived by those who used the term first: the suspected or real use of magic 

for negative purposes -in other words, magical malpractice. This is probably what the word "wicce" 

originally referred to, annoying as that may be to modern Wiccans, and is very similar to the way 

anthropologists define witchcraft. 

Diabolic Witchcraft 

An imaginary cult of Devil worshipers invented by the medieval Church, used as the excuse for raping, 

torturing, and killing scores of thousands of women, children, and men. The cult was said to consist of 

people who worshiped the Christian Devil in exchange for magical powers they used to benefit 

themselves and harm others. I used to call this "Gothic Witchcraft." 

Dianic Witchcraft 

1. A postulated medieval cult of Diana and/or Dianus worshipers (Margaret Mur-ray's idea). 

2. Term used by some henotheistic Neopagan Witches to refer to their concentration on the Goddess 

as more important than the God. 

3. Term used by some Feminist Witches, especially those who are separatist, to describe their practices 

and beliefs. 

Eclectic Witchcraft 

The beliefs and practices of those on the liberal/heterodox end of the Wiccan spectrum. See 

"Traditional Witchcraft." 

Ethnic Witchcraft 

The practices of various non-English-speaking people who use magic, religion, and alternative healing 

methods in their own communities and who are called "witches" by English speakers who don't know 

any better. 

Family Tradition or "Fam-Trad" Witchcraft 

The practices and beliefs of those who claim to belong to (or to have been taught by members of) 

families that supposedly were "underground" Paleo- or Mesopagans for several centuries in Europe 

and/or the Americas, using their wealth and power to stay alive and secret. The overwhelming majority 

of the people you will ever meet who claim to be Fam-Trad Witches are simply lying, or have been lied 
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to by their teachers. Family Tradition Witchcraft is also sometimes called "Hereditary Witchcraft" or 

even "Genetic Witchcraft." These latter terms are used by those people who think they must claim a 

witch as an ancestor to be a witch today or who think that such ancestry "proves" them to be better 

witches than those without such ancestry. 

Fairy/Faery/Faërie Tradition Witchcraft 

1. Any of several different (and sometimes conflicting) Traditions of Meso- and/or Neopagan 

Witchcraft started by the blind poet and "scoundrel guru" Victor Anderson (19172001) during the 

1970s, '80s, and '90s. He mixed British and Celtic folklore about the fairies, Gardnerianism, Voodoo, 

Max Freedom Long's version of Hawaiian Huna, Tantra, Gypsy magic, Native American beliefs, and 

anything else he was thinking about at the time he was training the founders of each Tradition. 

2. Varieties of Neopagan Witchcraft focused around homosexual, bisexual, and/or transexual images 

and magical methods rather than the heterosexual (and sometimes homophobic) ones used in most 

Wiccan Traditions. 

3. Other sects of Neopagan Witchcraft focused around real or made-up fairy lore, often taken from 

romantic poems, plays, and novels about the fairies. In most of these Traditions, there is usually an 

assumption that the medieval assumed associations between fairies and witches were true, and that the 

fairies were "originally" the Paleopagan nature spirits and/or deities. 

Feminist Witchcraft 

Several new monotheistic or henotheistic religions started since the early 1970s by women in the 

feminist community who belonged to the women's spirituality movement and/or who had contact 

with Neopagan Witches. It is partially an outgrowth of Neopagan Witchcraft, with male deities booted 

unceremoniously(!) out of the religion entirely, and partially a conglomeration of independent and 

eclectic do-it-yourself covens of spiritually inclined feminists. The religions usually involve worshiping 

only the syncretic Goddess (who is all goddesses) and using Her as a source of inspiration, magical 

power, and psychological growth. Their scholarship is often abysmal and men are usually not allowed 

to join or participate.  

Note, many other varieties of Witches also consider themselves feminists or act like ones whether they 

use the term or not. 

Gardnerian Witchcraft 

The originally Mesopagan source of what has now become Neopagan Witchcraft, founded by Gerald 

Gardner and his friends in the late 1940s and '50s, based on his alleged contacts with a surviving 



British coven of underground Pagan Witches. After he finished inventing, expanding, and/or 

reconstructing the rites, laws, and other materials, copies of his work were stolen by numerous others 

who then claimed Fam-Trad status and started new religions of their own. (See Ronald Hutton's 

Triumph of the Moon for most of the messy details or Appendix 7 for an overview.) Though Gardnerians 

are sometimes called "the scourge of the Craft," together with the Alexandrians and members of some 

other British Traditions, most of them may be considered simply the orthodox branch of Neopagan 

Witchcraft. 

Goth Witchcraft 

People in the "Goth" subculture who practice one or more varieties of Neoclassic, Neopagan, or 

sometimes Neodiabolic Witchcraft. Goth Wiccans tend to focus on "dark" gods and goddesses 

(meaning ones that rule such matters as death and the underworld) and try to look scary. 

Grandmotherly Witchcraft 

Refers to the habit common among modern Witches of claiming to have been initiated at an early age 

by a mother or grandmother who belonged to a Fam-Trad but who is now conveniently dead, doesn't 

speak English, and/or is otherwise unavailable for questioning. 

Immigrant Tradition or "Imm-Trad" Witchcraft 

Refers to the customs and beliefs of postulated Mesopagan peasants and Fam-Trad members who 

immigrated to the Americas and mingled their magical and religious customs with each other, the 

Native Americans, enslaved African Americans, and the previous immigrants. Examples of such 

Traditions might include the dozens of kinds of American Voodoo and Hoodoo (see Voodoo and Afro-

Caribbean Paganism, by Lilith Dorsey for details), Pennsylvania "hex" magic, and Appalachian magical 

lore. I don't use this term much anymore since most of these people seem to be just eclectic cunning 

folk, who don't seem to consider what they do to be mostly religious. 

Neoclassic Witchcraft 

The current practices of those who are consciously or unconsciously duplicating some or many of the 

(real or assumed) activities of the Classic Witches/Cunning Folk and who call themselves (or are called 

by others) "witches." 

Neodiabolic Witchcraft 

The beliefs and practices of some modern Satanists, who work very hard to be everything that the 

medieval Church and current fundamentalists say they should be. Some of them perform Black 

Masses, commit blasphemy and sacrilege toward Christian ideas and objects, hold (or long to hold) 
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orgies, and so on. There is some small overlap with the "Goth" subculture of the 1980s, but most 

Goths are not Satanists. 

Neopagan Witchcraft or Wicca 

Many new duotheistic religions founded since the 1960s, most of which are variations of Gardnerian 

Witchcraft but some of which are independent inventions and/or reconstructions based on real or 

supposed Fam-Trads, Imm-Trads, literary creations, and so on-just like Gardner's! Most groups who 

call what they do "Wicca" are Neopagan Witches, though some of the more orthodox may be 

considered Mesopagan ones. 

Neoshamanic Witchcraft 

1. The beliefs and practices of those modern persons who are attempting to rediscover, duplicate, 

and/or expand on the practices of (postulated) Shamanic Witches. 

2. Neopagan Witchcraft done with feathers, drums, crystals, and other New Age additions of a vaguely 

shamanic flavor. Most use drums and chanting rather than drugs to achieve their desired trance states. 

Shamanic Witchcraft 

1. Originally, the beliefs and practices of members of postulated independent belladonna/Moon 

Goddess cults throughout premedieval Europe, remnants of which might have survived into the Middle 

Ages. 

2. Currently, Neoshamanic Witchcraft as done by those who do not use the Neo- prefix. 

Traditional Witchcraft 

1. The beliefs and practices of those on the conservative/orthodox end of the Wiccan spectrum. See 

"Eclectic Witchcraft."  

2. An extremely vague and badly abused term used by Gardner's competitors, supposed Fam-Trads, 

and other folks trying to make their practices seem older and more authentic than Wicca. 

witchcraft-with-a-small-w 

The beliefs and practices of those modern persons following one or more varieties of Neoclassic 

and/or Neopagan Witchcraft who refuse to admit it, usually while claiming to be Fam-Trad Witches. 

Witta 

1. An imaginary form of Paleo- and Mesopagan Witchcraft, supposedly practiced in ancient and 

medieval Ireland, yet called by a Germanic term. 

2. A modern blend of Anglo-Saxon/Germanic Reconstructionist Paganism with Wicca.  



 
 

 

 

HISTORY  
The history of the Craft is as long as the history of man, and as fraught with cross-pollination, politics, 

misunderstandings and blood as any other history. There are those who would like to believe our 

forefathers were all innocent victims of persecution, but a quick study of human nature will render this 

viewpoint romantic and simple. 

We begin, therefore, with the underpinnings of the modern Pagan movement and the birth of the 

initiatory mystery religion known today as Wicca. 

A LITTLE HISTORY 
The common conception of a Witch as an evildoer comes to us from the Late Middle Ages, a period of 

Western European history often known as “The Burning Times”. During this time, millions of people 

were put to the stake under accusations of heresy and/or witchcraft. Most of these executions were 

likely politically, or financially motivated, for if an accused woman had no heir and no man, her estate 

may lapse into the hands of the state, or in many cases, the Church. Catholic prosecutors were aided by 

the Mallus Malleficarum, a manual for “Witch hunting” written by two monks, which describes in detail 

various methods of coercion that may be employed to arrive at a confession. These methods frequently 

include horrible tortures – no wonder so many confessed! 

Between the horrors of burning and the rise of the Church as a political power in Europe, many pagan 

practices went underground, or were otherwise disguised as Christian traditions – hidden in plain sight. 

Those cunning men and wise women who knew the arts practiced in secret, and perhaps passed on their 

knowledge when possible. 

European Witchcraft was in this underground and disguised state when scholar and folklorist Charles 

Godfrey Leland (1824-1903) began investigating the phenomenon. Leland developed relationships with 

the Gypsies of England, and in time, they came to trust him and shared their wisdom with him. He 

wrote a number of books including the lore of the Gypsies, Voudun, and most famously, the lore of the 

Italian Stregonni in Aradia: Gospel of the Witches. This book is believed to have influenced the 

designers of modern Wicca significantly. 

Anthropologist Margaret Murray (1863-1963) discovered her interest in Witchcraft in Europe while 

convalescing at Glastonbury. Her research led her to some unique conclusions, including the assertion 
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that Witchcraft was widespread throughout Europe and had its roots in an organized pre-Christian 

religion. She published these findings in The Witch Cult in Western Europe, her first book. To this day, 

scholars strongly dispute her findings, but it does not stop many witches from accepting her theories as 

spiritual, if not literal, truth. 

Prior to 1951 laws in England continued to prevent Witches from practicing “in the open”. This didn’t 

stop Gerald B. Gardner (1884-1964) from publishing a fictionalized account of how Witches of the time 

were operating in his novel High Magic’s Aid. In 1954, Gardner published his first non-fiction book on 

Witchcraft, entitled Witchcraft Today.  

 

In the early 60’s, a new fervor for the Craft was born in the figure of Alex Sanders. As flamboyant as he 

was devoted, Sanders stirred up passion and controversy in equal doses. Claiming to have been initiated 

and trained as a small child by his grandmother, Sanders blended Ceremonial magic with what he copied 

from a Gardnerian Book of Shadows to create a tradition that thrived. As the Alexandrian tradition 

grew, Sanders claimed the title “King of the Witches”, a move that made him popular with the press, 

and often not so popular with other traditional Wicca of England at the time. 

At this early point, Wicca was simply Wicca, and it was all Traditional, although Traditions were not 

named. It was only later that the lineage descendants of Gardner’s coven became known as 

“Gardnerians”, Sanders followers “Alexandrians” and so on. 

Wicca had begun to grow strong in England when an Englishman brought it to the United States. 

Trained in anthropology and gifted with an interest in Spiritualism and other matters of the occult, 

Raymond Buckland had immigrated to the US when he began a correspondence with Gardner. In 1963 

Gardner’s High Priestess, Monique Wilson, initiated him into the Craft. Buckland grew his American 

coven slowly and carefully, producing several initiates. His name can be counted in the lineage of almost 

every American and Canadian Traditional Wiccan. Over time, he became disenchanted with some of the 

Gardnerian ways, and developed a new, democratic tradition called “Seax-Wica” for his personal use. 

This he published in its entirety and encouraged self-initiation into. A prolific author and sought after 

lecturer on many occult subjects, Buckland was responsible for the growth of the Craft in the United 

States. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

WICCA 
A brief review of its modern evolution 

In the 16th and 17th centuries, something known as the witch hunt took place across Europe and the 

American colonies, during which somewhere between 40,000 and 100,000 people were killed. These 

people had been accused of being witches, who, according to their persecutors, worshipped the Devil, 

and committed acts of diabolism that included the cannibalism of children and desecration of the 

Eucharist. Most scholars since have agreed that these were the victims of isolated incidents of hysteria in 

remote, peasant communities, and that there was no religion being practiced by these witches. 

However, this was not the only view; one, which originated with Karl Ernst Jarcke in 1828, and which 

was expanded upon (most notably) by Jules Michelet in the 1860s and Margaret Murray in the early 20th 

century, known as the Witch-cult hypothesis, claimed that the witches had been members of a pan-

European pagan religion which had pre-dated Christianity and had been persecuted by the Christian 

Church as a rival religion. 

Many Wiccans, particularly those of the early decades, believed that their religion was a continuation of 

this pagan Witch-Cult. It was only in the 1980s and 1990s that some Wiccans began to see the idea of 

the Witch-Cult as a creation myth rather than as historical fact for instance, the Wiccan Jenny Gibbons 

stated that: 

“We Neopagans now face a crisis. As new data appeared, historians altered their theories to account for 

it. We have not. Therefore, an enormous gap has opened between the academic and the "average" Pagan 

view of witchcraft. We continue to use of out-dated and poor writers, like Margaret Murray, Montague 

Summers, Gerald Gardner, and Jules Michelet. We avoid the somewhat dull academic texts that present 

solid research, preferring sensational writers who play to our emotions. For example, I have never seen a 

copy of Brian Levack's The Witch Hunt in Early Modern Europe in a Pagan bookstore. Yet half the 
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stores I visit carry Anne Llewellyn Barstow's Witchcraze, a deeply flawed book which has been ignored 

or reviled by most scholarly historians. ” 

 

 

The New Forest coven 
In 1954, Gerald Gardner, a retired English civil servant who had spent most of his life in the far east, 

published Witchcraft Today in which he made the claim to have encountered members of the Witch-

Cult. At the same time he propagated his religion to new adherents, largely through the Bricket Wood 

coven (which is described further below). Gardner claimed that he had been initiated into a practicing 

coven of the cult in September 1939, a group that has become known as the New Forest coven. 

 

Gardner claimed that this group had met in the New Forest in southern England, and that he had met 

some of their members initially through the occultic Rosicrucian Order Crotona Fellowship. He 

mentioned two of their members, a local worthy called "Old Dorothy", in whose house he claimed to 

have been initiated, and "Dafo", who became a friend of his and would remain so for many years. 

The idea of primitive matriarchal religions, which derived from the work of the Swiss lawyer Johann 

Jakob Bachofen, was popular in Gardner's day, both among academics (e.g., Erich Neumann, Margaret 

Murray) and amateurs (e.g. Robert Graves). Later scholars (e.g. Carl Jung and Marija Gimbutas) 

continued research in this area, and later still Joseph Campbell, Ashley Montagu and others became 

admirers of Gimbutas' theories of matriarchies in ancient Europe. Matriarchal interpretations of the 

archaeological record and the criticism of such work continue to be matters of academic debate. Some 

academics carry on research in this area (such as the 2003 World Congress on Matriarchal Studies). 

Critics argue that such matriarchal societies never actually existed and are an invention of researchers 

such as Margaret Murray. This is disputed by documentaries such as Blossoms of Fire (about 

contemporary Zapotec society). 

The idea of a supreme Mother Goddess was common in Victorian and Edwardian literature: the 

concept of a Horned God – especially related to the gods Pan or Faunus – was less common, but still 

significant. Both of these ideas were widely accepted in academic literature and the popular press at the 

time. 

 

 



In search of the New Forest Coven 
Doreen Valiente undertook research into the identity of "Old Dorothy", whose surname was 

Clutterbuck. She refuted the claims of those who had suggested that Dorothy had been the product of 

Gardner's imagination. More recently, it has been doubted (notably by Ronald Hutton) whether the 

historical Dorothy Clutterbuck, who was outwardly an observant Christian and a pillar of the local 

community, really was involved in occultic activities. In this view, Gardner used her name as a joke 

and/or as a subterfuge to conceal the identity of Dafo or some other individual. Such doubts have been 

vigorously contested by other researchers (notably Philip Heselton). 

Valiente assumed that Clutterbuck was the same individual as Dafo. More recently, it has become clear 

that they were different people. Dafo seems to have been a teacher of music and elocution named Edith 

Woodford-Grimes, and there have been persistent suggestions that she and Gardner were lovers. 

The work of Philip Heselton has gone a considerable way towards illuminating the composition and 

activities of the New Forest Coven, and several candidates for its membership aside from Dorothy and 

Dafo emerge from his work. 

SOURCES FOR WICCA 
The ritual format of Wicca shows the influence of late Victorian era occultism (even co-founder Doreen 

Valiente admitted seeing influence from Aleister Crowley), and there is very little in the ritual that 

cannot be shown to have come from earlier extant sources.The religion's spiritual content, however, is 

inspired by older Pagan faiths (for example, in the veneration of historical pagan deities), with Buddhist 

and Hindu influences (e.g. in the Wiccan doctrine of reincarnation). 

It has been posited by authors such as Aidan Kelly and Francis X. King that Gardner himself created 

the religion that he claimed to have discovered, rewriting the rituals of an older witchcraft tradition 

according to his own whim and incorporating elements from the thesis of Dr. Margaret Murray, sources 

such as Aradia, or the Gospel of the Witches by Charles Godfrey Leland and the practices of ceremonial 

magic. 

The original material in the rituals brought to light by Gardner is not cohesive, and mostly takes the 

form of substitutions or expansions within unoriginal material. Roger Dearnaley, in An Annotated 

Chronology and Bibliography of the Early Gardnerian Craft, describes it as a "patchwork". One element 

that is apparently distinctive is the use of ritual scourging and binding as a method of attaining an 

ecstatic trance for magical working. Hutton argues strongly that this practice in Wicca does not reflect 

sado-masochistic sexuality (he refers in this connection to Gardner's own collection of very mild, quasi-
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pornographic material, which showed no traces of such interests), but is simply a practical method of 

work alternative to drugs or other more strenuous methods. 

Heselton, writing in Wiccan Roots and later in Gerald Gardner and the Cauldron of Inspiration,  argues 

that Gardner was not the author of the Wiccan rituals but received them in good faith from an 

unknown source. (Doreen Valiente makes this claim regarding the "basic skeleton of the rituals," as 

Margot Adler puts it in Drawing Down the Moon.) He notes that all the Crowley material that is found 

in the Wiccan rituals can be found in a single book, The Equinox vol 3 no. 1 or Blue Equinox (1919). 

Gardner is not known to have owned or had access to a copy of this book, although he met with 

Crowley towards the end of the latter's life. Gardner admitted that "the rituals he received from Old 

Dorothy's coven were very fragmentary, and in order to make them workable, he had to supplement 

them with other material." 

EARLY 20TH CENTURY REVIVAL 
Some, such as Isaac Bonewits, have argued that Valiente and Heselton's evidence points to an early 

20th-century revival predating Gardner (by the New Forest Coven, perhaps), rather than an intact old 

Pagan religion. The argument points to historical claims of Gardner's that agree with scholarship of a 

certain time period and contradict later scholarship. Bonewits writes, "Somewhere between 1920 and 

1925 in England some folklorists appear to have gotten together with some Golden Dawn Rosicrucians 

and a few supposed Fam-Trads to produce the first modern covens in England; grabbing eclectically 

from any source they could find in order to try and reconstruct the shards of their Pagan past." 

ORDER OF WOODCRAFT CHIVALRY 
It has been proposed, originally in the Druidic journal Aisling that Gardner's New Forest coven was the 

pagan section of the Order of Woodcraft Chivalry; this order performed rituals in the New Forest in the 

early 1920s and its pagan section honoured a moon goddess and a horned god, and believed in ritual 

nakedness. One of Ronald Hutton's informants reports that Gardner was familiar with this order at least 

by the 1950s. A major difficulty with identifying this group with the New Forest coven is that it does 

not appear to have met in the New Forest between 1934 and 1945. Gardner records a working by the 

coven in the New Forest in 1940 against the projected Nazi invasion. 

GEORGE PICKINGILL'S COVEN 
 

A theory advanced by Bill Liddell is that the New Forest coven derived from a set of covens created by 

the nineteenth century cunning man George Pickingill, who lived in the Essex village of Canewdon. 

This claim is not widely accepted, although it does focus attention on the well documented and 

widespread "cunning folk" and their contribution to the history of British witchcraft. 



DEVELOPMENT OF WICCA 
Gardnerian Wicca and the Bricket Wood coven (1946–1963) 

The witches' cottage, located on the grounds of Fiveacres nudist club, where the Bricket Wood coven 

met. 

THE WITCHES HUT IN 2006. 
Gardner, claiming to be fearful that the Witch-Cult religion would die out, began to propagate it through 

forming the Bricket Wood coven in Hertfordshire in circa 1946. He acted as the High Priest for the 

coven, and Dafo, who had also been a member of the New Forest coven, acted as High Priestess. 

However, she became concerned that Gardner's attempts to gain publicity would lead to a public 

backlash against her, and so she left his coven in 1952, albeit remaining his friend. 

In 1953 Gardner initiated a young woman, Doreen Valiente, into the craft, and she soon went on to 

become the High Priestess of his Bricket Wood coven. Around the same time, Gardner invented the 

Book of Shadows, a workbook of rituals, although he claimed it was of ancient origins. Valiente helped 

Gardner rewrite the Book, cutting out what she saw as "Crowleyanity", and writing sections such as the 

Charge of the Goddess in poetic verse. Valiente and Gardner later fell out, however, when she got fed 

up with his constant attempts to gain publicity and when he tried to impose the Wiccan Laws upon the 

coven, something which he claimed were used by the Witch-Cult, but which Valiente believed he had 

simply made up. She, and several other members of the coven, left, and founded their own. However, 

the Bricket Wood coven continued, with members that included Jack Bracelin, Dayonis, Frederic 

Lamond and Lois Bourne. 

Gardner also propagated his witchcraft tradition, which had begun to be referred to as 

"Gardnerian",outside of his Bricket Wood coven; he initiated Patricia Crowther, Eleanor Rae Bone and 

Monique Wilson, both of whom went on to propagate Gardnerian Witchcraft through their own 

covens. Various other initiates began to spread the craft around Britain, for instance Charles Clark took 

the religion to England's northern neighbour, Scotland. 

Gardner referred to members of his craft as "the Wica", although he called the religion itself 

"Witchcraft", and never used the term "Wicca" in the sense as it is now known. 

Meanwhile Gardner tried to get more publicity for his religion; he gave interviews to several newspapers, 

some of which were positive, although others turned very negative, one even declaring "Witches Devil-

Worship in London!". He also published a second non-fiction book on the subject, The Meaning of 

Witchcraft, in 1959, as well as running the Museum of Magic and Witchcraft on the Isle of Man up until 

his death in 1964. 
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HEREDITARY WITCHCRAFT (1950S) 
Gardner was not the only person claiming to be a member of a surviving remnant of the Witch-Cult, 

several others also emerged in the 1950s making this claim. They included Sybil Leek, Charles Cardell, 

Raymond Howard, Rolla Nordic and Robert Cochrane. They claimed to have been initiated into the cult 

by their ancestors and described themselves as following "Hereditary" or "Traditional" forms of 

Witchcraft, whereas Gardner, some said, was propagating a modern, and invalid form. Their beliefs and 

practices however, were similar to those of Gardner, and some of their modern followers describe their 

faith as being a form of Wicca, [ whereas others insist it is different and call it "Traditional Witchcraft". 

The terms "Wicca" and "Wiccen" were first used by Charles Cardell, not to refer purely to Gardnerians, 

but to refer to all followers of the Witch-Cult religion. In his notebooks he used the term "Wicca" to 

refer to the religion, and he called it the "Craft of the Wiccens" in a 1958 article in Light magazine. 

Initially there was an attempt to reconcile and unite all of these traditions claiming to be Witch-Cult 

remnants, for instance the Witchcraft Research Association, which was founded in 1964 by Sybil Leek. 

After Leek emigrated to the United States, Doreen Valiente took over presidency, and began publication 

of a magazine, Pentagram. However, both the magazine and the organisation collapsed amongst 

infighting by the various traditions, with Cochrane consistently insulting, and even calling for a "Night 

of the Long Knives", against Gardnerians. 

WICCA ACROSS THE WORLD (1960S) 
Within a few years of Gardner's propagation of the craft, Wicca had spread from England into 

neighboring Scotland and Ireland. However, in the 1960s, it also began to spread much further abroad, 

most notably in the English-speaking nations of Australia and the United States. 

In Australia, Wicca "found a receptive social environment because of the long-standing presence and 

familiarity of Aboriginal culture with its 'pagan' (i.e. 'non-Christian') beliefs and practices". 

Gardnerian Wicca came to the United States through an Englishman who had recently emigrated to the 

USA, named Raymond Buckland, and his wife, Rosemary. Raymond, working for British Airways, 

regularly returned to England, and he began to correspond with Gardner. In 1963, both Bucklands were 

initiated into the Gardnerian craft by Monique Wilson in a ceremony in Britain. The couple returned to 

America where they founded the Long Island coven in New York state, basing their practice upon the 

Gardnerian Book of Shadows. The coven was later taken over by a couple known only as Theos and 

Phoenix, who enlarged the Book of Shadows, adding further degrees of initiation which were required 



before members could found their own covens. Interest outstripped the ability of the mostly British-

based covens to train and propagate members; the beliefs of the religion spread faster by the printed 

word or word of mouth than the initiatory system was prepared to handle. 

Also in the 1960s, non-Gardnerian forms of Witchcraft (which are sometimes viewed as Wicca, or 

sometimes as "Traditional Witchcraft") made their way to the USA. The American Joseph Bearwalker 

Wilson corresponded with the English Robert Cochrane prior to Cochrane's ritual suicide in 1966, and 

from this he founded the 1734 Tradition. Sybil Leek too, English witch from the New Forest, emigrated 

to California, where she continued to practice her craft, and teach others. In 1968 Gavin and Yvonne 

Frost established the Church and School of Wicca; which in 1972 became the first Federally recognised 

Wiccan church. 

It would be in the 2000s that Wicca would begin to gain a foothold in other nations; for instance, Ipsita 

Roy Chakraverti began to publicise it in India, and it also has a number of adherents in South Africa.[34] 

ALEXANDRIAN WICCA (1963–1973) 
In the 1960s, an Englishman called Alex Sanders emerged, appearing in various newspapers. He claimed 

to be a hereditary witch, having been initiated into the craft by his grandmother. Later researchers, such 

as Ronald Hutton, have shown that he actually had been initiated into a Gardnerian coven, although 

Hutton notes that Sanders' grandmother was in fact "skilled in cunning craft". Sanders had previously 

practiced as a spiritualist healer. 

His reputation in the tabloids increased when he married the much younger Maxine Sanders in a 

handfasting ceremony, and subsequently the duo began to refer to themselves as the "King and Queen 

of the Witches", at one point claiming to have the allegiance of 1,623 witches, and 127 northern covens. 

His tradition, which was later coined as "Alexandrian" by Stewart Farrar, an initiate of Sanders, 

incorporated aspects from ceremonial magic and the Qabalah, as well as Judeo-Christian iconography. 

Sanders justified this by claiming that his version of Wicca and Christianity were both forces for good, 

battling against the forces of darkness which were practised by Satanists and black magicians. 

Several Gardnerians, including Patricia Crowther and Ray Bone, tried to denounce Sanders as a 

charlatan, but he simply responded by accusing them of being the charlatans, and as being practitioners 

of black magic who abused their initiates. 

In 1973, Alex and Maxine separated, but both continued to practice the craft. One of the key reasons 

for their separation was that neither would compromise on Alex's bisexuality. After the divorce, Alex 

focused on formulating Wicca so that it could be followed by homosexual men, who had been partially 

prevented from involvement previously because of the religions' focus on gender polarity. He also 
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initiated a number of people from continental Europe, who then spread the faith there. In 1979, Sanders 

issued an apology for his "past hurts" and "many public stupidities" and tried to encorouge co-operation 

between Gardnerians and Alexandrians. He died in 1988. 

 

ALGARD AND SEAX (1972–1974) 
In the United States, several forms of Wicca formed in the 1970s, based upon the Gardnerian and 

Alexandrian traditions, but with certain differences. These traditions were actually formed by those who 

had previously been initiated into Gardnerian or Alexandrian crafts, and so can still be traced to 

Gardner, and thereby are often considered to be forms of British Traditional Wicca. 

The first of these was Algard Wicca, founded in 1972 by Mary Nesnick, who had been initiated into 

both of the aforementioned traditions. Algard attempted to fuse the two together, thereby trying to 

prevent the arguments that were going on between the two. 

The following year, in 1973, Raymond Buckland, who had brought the Gardnerian craft to the USA 

originally, ceased to practice it, and formed a new tradition, known as Seax-Wica. Seax used the structure 

of traditional Gardnerian covens, but used the iconography of Anglo-Saxon paganism, so the God and 

the Goddess were represented not as the traditional Horned God and Mother Goddess, but as Woden 

and Freya. Seax was virtually unique amongst Wicca at the time as it did not work on an initiatory basis 

of covens; Buckland deliberately published all its rites and rituals in a book, The Tree, so that anyone 

could practice them. 

DIANIC WICCA AND THE FEMINIST MOVEMENT (1971–1979) 
In 1971, a Hungarian-American named Zsuzsanna Budapest, who had no connection to any Gardnerian 

or Alexandrian covens, mixed Wiccan practices with feminist politics, forming Dianic Witchcraft 

(although now it is better known as "Dianic Wicca"). She began this with a coven in Los Angeles, that 

she named the Susan B. Anthony Coven Number One. 

Dianic Wicca focused almost exclusively upon the Goddess, and largely, and in some covens completely, 

ignoring the Horned God. Most covens were women-only, and some were designed specifically for 

lesbians. Like Seax-Wica, which developed around the same time, the rituals of Dianic Wicca were 

published by its creator so that any woman could practice it, without having the need of a specific 

initiation into a lineage. Indeed, Budapest believed that it was every woman's right to be able to practice 

the religion, and she referred to it as being "women's spirituality". 



Dianic Wicca was criticised by many Gardnerians at the time for having an almost monotheistic view of 

theology, in contrast with Wicca's traditional duotheism. One Gardnerian even declared "spare us 

Jahweh in drag!" in response to the focus on the one Goddess. 

One Gardnerian, who went under the craft name of Starhawk, started practising Dianic Wicca, and tried 

to reconcile the two, writing the 1979 book The Spiral Dance on the subject. The tradition she founded 

became known as Reclaiming, and mixed Wicca with other forms of Neopaganism such as Feri, along 

with strong principles of environmental protection. 

SOLITARIES AND THE "WICCA OR WITCHCRAFT" DEBATE (1970–) 
In traditional Gardnerian and Alexandrian craft, initiates took an oath of secrecy never to reveal the 

rituals of it to outsiders. Despite this, both Gardner and Sanders sought publicity, and allowed reporters 

to witness their practices. Initiates such as Valiente and Buckland had been annoyed at this, the first 

commenting that "by speaking to the press, Gardner was compromising the security of the group and 

the sincerity of his own teachings". However, the key rituals of the Gardnerians (which were the basis 

for most of the Alexandrian ones) were made public in the 1960s when Charles Cardell, in an act of 

spite against the recently deceased Gardner, published the Gardnerian Book of Shadows. 

In 1970, Paul Huson published Mastering Witchcraft a book purportedly based upon non-Wiccan 

traditional British witchcraft, and the first do-it-yourself manual for the would-be witch, which became 

one of the basic instruction books for a large number of covens. 

In 1971 Lady Sheba (Jessie Wicker Bell, 1920–2002), the Kentucky-born self-styled "Queen of the 

American Witches", published what she claimed was her family's centuries-old grimoire, but which in 

fact contained material substantially plagiarised from the Gardnerian Book of Shadows, and also 

included poetry by Doreen Valiente that was, and is, still under copyright. 

Doreen Valiente also published information on the subject of pagan Witchcraft, such as the 1973 book 

An ABC of Witchcraft, which contained a self-initiation ritual for solitary practitioners. 

Following this, other Wiccans decided that it would be better to simply reveal the Wiccan mysteries to 

the public in their true form. These inclded Stewart and Janet Farrar, two Alexandrian initiates. Stewart, 

prior to his marriage, had already published information on Wiccan rituals (with Sanders' blessing), in his 

1971 book What Witches Do. Together they published further works on the subjects, such Eight 

Sabbats for Witches (1981) and The Witches' Way (1984). 

From these published writings, many other practitioners began to follow the Witchcraft religion, 

working either as solitary Witches or in non-lineaged covens. Valiente herself considered all of these 

such people to be "Witches", and she reserved the term "Wiccan" to refer solely to Gardnerians. 
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Despite this, most of the newer followers used the term "Wiccan" to describe themselves, and in the 

United States, it became the norm to refer to any Neopagan witchcraft as "Wicca", and so Gardnerians, 

Alexandrians and Algards, wishing to emphasise their lineage that stretched back to Gardner, began 

referring to themselves as followers of "British Traditional Wicca". 

CONTEMPORARY WICCA 
Pop-culture Wicca (1996–) 

In the 1990s and 2000s, Wicca began to become ingrained in popular culture. Aspects of Wicca were 

incorporated into the New Age movement, and many Wiccans took on New Age beliefs and practices. 

Wicca was also taken up by popular entertainment; in 1996, the American film The Craft was released 

about four witches who are corrupted by their power. The same year the television series Sabrina the 

Teenage Witch appeared, which was followed the following year by Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and then, 

the year after that, the series Charmed and the film Practical Magic. Whilst these were heavily criticised 

by many Wiccans (Margot Adler called The Craft "the worst movie ever made!"), they did encourage 

many teenagers and young adults to investigate more about the religion. Most covens and Neopagan 

groups refused to allow under 18s into their ranks, and so many teenagers turned to books to find out 

more. In turn, several books were published to cater for them, including Silver Ravenwolf's Teen Witch: 

Wicca for a New Generation and Scott Cunningham's Wicca: A Guide for the Solitary Practitioner. This 

helped to bring about the Teen Wicca movement, and it has been suggested that the reason why so 

many young adults are attracted to the faith can "be attributed to the fact that it tackles issues that 

teenagers are interested in – in a way that other religions do not." The popularity of Wicca amongst 

teens has also brought problems; in 2001, a 12-year-old American schoolgirl named Tempest Smith 

committed suicide after being bullied for her faith. 

However, the rise of this teenage-focused, New Age, pop-culture Wicca has been highly criticised by 

traditionalists, many of whom refuse to accept it as Wicca, instead using terms like "wicca-lite". The 

historians Brooks Alexander and Jeffrey Russell commented that "pop-culture witchcraft is sufficiently 

vague in structure and content to qualify more as a 'lifestyle' than a 'religion'." 

The rise of the internet also had an effect on Wicca. Previously, solitary Wiccans around the world had 

little way of communicating amongst one another, however, the internet allowed them to do so. 

Websites such as Witchvox.com were set up. Historian Brooks Alexander commented that this was a 

form of "minority empowerment". 

 

 



Gaining recognition 
For a long time, Wicca was seen as being simply a minor sect, or cult. However, with the rise of solitary 

practitioners describing themselves as Wiccans, the faith went from becoming simply a mystery cult to 

becoming a public religion. 

Groups were formed to represent the Wiccan community, such as the Covenant of the Goddess, which 

was founded in 1975. Wiccans began to appear on various British television documentaries, including 

The Heaven & Earth Show and Desperately Seeking Something. 

In the USA, the court case of Dettmer v. Landon in 1986 established that Wicca was a religion, and 

therefore should be treated as such under the eyes of the law. 

The first Wiccan wedding to be legally recognised in the UK (by the Registrars of Scotland) was 

performed in 2004 

WICCA is not a “book-based” or “revealed” religion, rather it is organic and living.  By design Wicca is 

a growing and evolving religion.  Wicca is a religion and as such has its own set of concepts and 

principles that are essential to its survival. Religion, any religion, must evolve in order to meet the needs 

of the people at that time, 

Without the common beliefs and principles, Wicca would not be a real religion. If each of us were 

constantly reinventing Wicca, tearing down the foundation and recreating something that suits our own 

needs, then the religion itself would cease to exist.  

However, the Wiccan religion does not attempt to dictate every action, or belief, of its practitioners. It 

does not give us a guidebook that we must all follow and live by. And there are no guru’s or masters of 

Wicca who can, or should, demand that we practice in a certain manner. 

Wicca has been described as a "modern version of the original pre-Christian, European, shamanic 

religious tradition." This means that Wicca relies on, and draws from, the ancient pagan beliefs, but it is 

a modern religion. Much of what our pagan ancestors did and  

believed has been lost through the years, either due to lack of record keeping or intentional destruction 

by those who wished to suppress the religion or those who wished to save themselves from religious 

persecution. While we have been able to recreate some of their beliefs and practices, much of the 

Wiccan religion can only be traced back to the 1950`s. 

 

Prior to 1951, England's anti-witchcraft laws made actively  

practicing and teaching witchcraft a very dangerous act to say the least. But in 1951 this law was replaced 
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with a Fraudulent Mediums Act, and suddenly people were essentially free to openly practice 

witchcraft. Certainly there were numerous public issues still, but at least now the religion was no longer 

illegal. 

 

"Reportedly, Gerald Gardner was involved in various occult groups and was invited to join a Wiccan 

coven in the New Forest area run by a woman named "Old Dorothy" just before W.W.II. This group 

was supposedly a descendant of the Craft as practiced by old George Pickingill. Gardner took the 

teachings and practices of this group, added elements of Masonry, Ceremonial Magick, and other occult 

practices and teachings, and codified these into a complete system." This complete system was the 

foundation of Wiccan Traditions  

that would follow. 

After Gardner cleared the path so to speak, many other leaders of the Wiccan revival took the 

proverbial ball and ran with it. Among them are Raymond Buckland, Sybil Leek, Gavin and Yvonne 

Frost, Starhawk, Scott Cunningham, Silver Ravenwolf, Selena Fox, and many, many others 

Below are some of the beliefs that most Wiccans hold to be true.  

1. "An ye harm none, do what you will". This portion of the Wiccan Rede is our guiding 

principle.  

2. Whatever we do, be it for good or ill, will return to us. 

3. Respect for all things: other people and beliefs, nature, the Lord and Lady, ourselves. 

4. Self-Responsibility: We are each responsible for our own actions and behaviors. 

5. Polarity of the Divine: belief in the male and female aspects of the Divine 

6. Reincarnation 

7. Celebration of the Sabbats and Esbats 

8. Non-proselytizing: We have no need to convert others, for the practice of a particular religion 

is a personal choice 

9. Secrecy is respected. Not all Wiccans are public about their religion. Safeguarding another's 

identity is crucial. 

10. Equality of all regardless of race or gender.  

11. Each Wiccan is a priest/priestess unto themselves. 

12. Education of all types are respected and pursued.                                                                                                      

13. Immanence of divinity; all is sacred. The Divine is in all and nothing is separate from the 

Divine. 



WICCAN REDE 

Perhaps the most recognized and universally accepted guiding principle of Wicca is the Wiccan Rede. 

While the entire Rede contains several important principles, they can all be encompassed within the last 

8 words which are "An ye harm none, do what ye will." It is important that the practicing Wiccan 

continually keep this mandate in mind. Our every thought and every action have a multitude of 

consequences, which can either be positive or negative.  

We must be mindful of this as we make decisions both in the mundane world and in the spiritual realms.  

 

The Rede does NOT give us license to "do what ye will" 

REINCARNATION 

To say that some belief in reincarnation is practically universal within Wicca is a safe statement. 

However, to try and define exactly what that belief may include, and the method/purpose of it would be 

impossible. Reincarnation is a very difficult topic simply because of its very nature. Countless books 

have been written on the subject. Numerous different beliefs about the purpose and method of  

reincarnation exist not only in the pagan religions, but in others as well.  

 

Despite this difficulty, it is true that Wiccans in general believe in reincarnation. We believe that our soul 

continues to evolve and grow with each life, and that there are individual lessons to be learned in each 

incarnation. This belief also helps to understand how some things come easier for some people than 

others. It also explains those moments of "deja-vu" that otherwise can't really be explained.  

NON-PROSELYTIZING 

One of the beautiful things about Wicca is that it does not claim to be the only valid spiritual path 

available today. Wiccans generally believe that whatever spiritual path one follows, provided that they 

are doing so out of a personal choice and not just because it's acceptable to others around them, is 

perfectly valid for them. Wiccans have no need to "convert" everyone around them, and are in fact 

generally rather secretive about their religious beliefs.  

Therefore it's not necessary for us to "preach" our religion to others, and you won't find us knocking on 

your door at inopportune times. 

 

This can actually be a determent to those who may be seeking Wiccans in their area. We don't generally 

advertise our presence, and in fact are a bit hard to find. But with the recent influx of books about 

Wicca, and Internet websites, one can learn about the religion and practices of Wicca and begin to 
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follow the path long before they find a physical teacher. And when the time is right, the Divine will lead 

you to the right teacher for you. 

 

IMMANENCE OF DEITY 

We will discuss the Wiccan views of Deity in much more detail in a future lesson, but it is important to 

note that Wiccans do not view the Divine as being "somewhere up there". The Divine is everywhere 

present, and all around us. She is in the gentle morning breeze, the rain, and the soil. He is in the 

sunshine, the birds, and the air. They are everywhere, and there is no place we can go to be separated 

from Them. 

SELF-RESPONSIBILITY 
Wicca teaches that we are each responsible for our own lives and our own actions. There is no "the devil 

made me do it" defense in Wicca. And there is also no "it's the will of God that I suffer". These two 

"defenses" are so misused that many people have come to believe they have no power over their own 

lives, no hope of changing a bad  

situation. The tenant of self-responsibility allows us a great deal of freedom to change our live for the 

better.  

This self-responsibility also means that when we mess up (as we will) we must stand up and accept our 

mistakes, fix them when we can do so and learn from them. 

CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This concept of confidentiality applies to many areas of Wicca. It has developed, in part, out of a sense 

of protection from those who would persecute the religion and it's followers. Not so long ago people 

could be put to death for practicing a religion like ours. While this doesn't happen frequently today, 

Wiccans and other Pagans  

are still persecuted for our beliefs. For this reason many people choose not to be openly public about 

their beliefs, and this must be respected.  

Likewise, some Traditions require that certain of their beliefs and practices are not to be revealed to the 

general public, but rather must be learned within the confines of the Tradition.  

 

  



ONE ANSWER TO "WHAT IS PAGANISM" COMES FROM 
OUR FRIEND AND TEACHER, DEVYN CHRISTOPHER 
GILLETTE: 
The word "Pagan" comes from the Latin pagani, meaning "village" and "country dweller," a term first 

employed by the Romans to describe the Gauls and other northern tribesmen ("barbarians"). Later, the 

term was used as an epithet for those who had not 'yet' been converted to the new religion, Christianity, 

which itself was derived through a fusion of Mithraism and Judaism. Christianity had largely developed 

in the more cosmopolitan environment of the Roman cities, and so the pagani were largely regarded 

as'backwater hicks.' 

Likewise, the later and more central European term heathen originally referred to those persons who 

lived upon the heaths, thus also far from urban environments. Thus, contemporary Pagan spirituality lies 

in the countryside, in Nature, despite the ironic fact (or because of it) that much of the Pagan movement 

in the coastal United States has developed in modern urban centers. 

Contemporary Paganism, or NeoPaganism, reveres the earth as sacred, and its practitioners ever seek to 

reaffirm their spiritual selves through the cycles of the seasons, the tides, the turning of the moon. Some 

Pagans express this by being active in environmental politics, others may simply teach their children 

how to recycle. Paganism respects men and women as equals, and acknowledges the sacredness of all 

consensual sexuality without resorting to sexism. There is no single sacrosanct book providing all the 

answers to life for Paganfolk: Pagans revel in the questions, and seek personal answers more through 

poetry than theology. 

Within Paganism lies the essence of the oldest spirituality on the face (and in the body) of the earth: it is 

the foundation of the human soul and psyche, and so it adapts ancient myth and folklore for modern 

spiritual needs. 

Paganism is a religion of personal responsibility. Because there is no set of commandments in Paganism, 

it is understood that how we govern our lives is up to us, and it is therefore equally up to us to atone for 

personal transgressions against others. As a result, many Pagans try to retain a sense of personal honor; a 

habit which has become sadly archaic in modern society. 

It should be remembered that, historically, Paganism never truly ceased to be. Even during the height of 

medieval Christendom, substantial regions of northern Europe remained firmly heathen. Animist and 

shamanic tribal religions still dominate much of the central African and northern Asian landscape, with 

significant pockets of such belief remaining in Australia, South America, and southeast Asia. In 1969, 

the United States legally recognized the Church of All Worlds, one of many Pagan religious institutions, 
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and hundreds have followed since then. In 1972, Iceland recognized Nordic Paganism (Asatru). Other 

nations have done the same. Paganism is returning. 

Q. But isn't a pagan someone who doesn't believe in God? 

A. Pagans do believe in a God... several, in fact. Many Pagans believe in a complementary Goddess and 

God, whose union provides the spark of creation. Others are pantheistic, seeing the universe itself as 

divine. Still others are polytheistic, revering the multiplicity of life and divinity in a complex web of 

relationships. Most are animist, believing that all living things (including the earth Herself) possess 

consciousness, and virtually all believe that divinity is equally immanent and transcendent (within and 

without). 

Q. Is this a joke? 

A. While Pagans believe that humor is sacred too, no, this is not a joke. 

 

Q. Is this Satanic? 

A. No. Contrary to the claims of some ill-informed Christian fundamentalists, Pagans do not even 

acknowledge the existence of a devil, much less worship one. Satanism, real or imagined, is anathema to 

the entire Pagan worldview, and could best be regarded as a Christian heresy with existential tendencies, 

rather than a feature of the Pagan spiritual community. 

Q. Is this New Age? 

A. Not exactly. While Paganism has influenced much of the New Age phenomenon (evidenced in 

spiritual environmentalism, Goddess reverence, and some strains of eclectic Wicca), so has Zen 

Buddhism, pseudo-shamanism, mystic Christianity, motivational marketing techniques, and a host of 

trendy fashions. A 1990 national survey of readers of Green Egg (one of the most widely circulated 

Pagan journals) revealed that only five percent of its Pagan readership also identified themselves with 

the New Age. Simply put, Paganism is a religion, and the New Age is not. 

Q. Is this a cult? 

A. No. While a "cult" is properly defined as any religious veneration (such as the Catholic cult of saints), 

the term has acquired many unsavory characteristics in the public mind that clearly disclude Paganism 

from it. "Cults," in this context, most often involve aggressive recruiting, inflexible dogma, censorship 

of opinion, sexual manipulation, and/or surrender of will and individuality. Not only are these not 



characteristics of Pagan groups, but it can be argued that the Pagan renaissance is in direct response to 

such behavior! 

Q. What about Wicca? 

A. Wicca, or Witchcraft, may be described as one denomination of Paganism, much the same way that 

Protestantism is a denomination of Christianity. Much of the American contemporary Pagan renaissance 

emerged through Wicca, so there can be a considerable influence. Other Pagan subgroups include 

Druidry, Asatru (Germanic Paganism), Romuva (Slavic Paganism), some ceremonial magick societies, 

and perhaps to a limited extent, the Afro-Carribean syncretic practices of Santeria. 

Q. Do Pagans proselytize? 

A. Pagans tend to consider individual spirituality to be a very personal affair, and thus are frequently 

offended at the concept of recruiting for a religion. No, Pagans typically do not proselytize. As a result, 

people interested in Paganism, for one reason or another, must usually ask questions on their own, and 

hope they meet a Pagan who happens to enjoy a good conversation. Certainly, website access has made 

this task easier, and it should be understood that most Pagan-related websites are intended to either 

serve an existing community or make themselves available as passive resources for the interested. 

Q. How many Pagans are there? 

A. Estimates vary. Gauging by circulation figures for the major Pagan periodicals and books, as well as 

attendance at regional gatherings and mailing lists, estimates fluctuate between 80,000 to 200,000 in the 

United States and Canada alone. This would suggest that Pagans outnumber Quakers, Buddhists, and 

Unitarians in North America. However, because Paganism is not an organized religion, it is very difficult 

to determine exactly how many there are, and since Pagans often prefer the quality of their associates 

rather than the quantity of them, most remain unconcerned. (Note: This was written in 1994 -- while 

estimates of the number of Neo-Pagans have gone up considerably from then to now, there is still no 

authoritative figure.) 

The above was written by Devyn Christopher Gillette for the Rutgers University Pagan Students 

Association in 1994. Permission is granted to circulate this information over web services provided that 

this credit is included and the material remain unaltered.  
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Neopaganism, sometimes referred to simply as Paganism, is an umbrella term used to identify a 

wide variety of modern religious movements, particularly those influenced by the pre-Christian pagan 

beliefs of Europe. Neo-Pagan religious movements are extremely diverse, with a wide range of beliefs 

including polytheism, animism, pantheism, and other paradigms. Many Neopagans practice a spirituality 

that is entirely modern in origin, while others attempt to accurately reconstruct or revive indigenous, 

ethnic religions as found in historical and folkloric sources. 

"Pagan" as a self-designation of Neopagans appeared in 1964 and 1965, in the publications of the 

Witchcraft Research Association; at that time, the term was in use by "revivalist Witches" in the United 

States and the United Kingdom, but unconnected to the broader, counter-culture Neopagan movement.   

The modern popularization of the terms "Pagan" and "Neopagan", as they are currently understood, is 

largely traced to Oberon Zell-Ravenheart, co-founder of "the 1st Neo-Pagan Church of All Worlds" 

who, beginning in 1967 with the early issues of Green Egg, used both terms for the growing movement.  

This usage has been common since the Neopagan revival in the 1970s, and is now used by academics 

and adherents alike to identify new religious movements that emphasize pantheism or nature-worship, 

or that revive or reconstruct aspects of historical polytheism. Increasingly, scholarly writers prefer the 

term "contemporary Paganism" to cover all new polytheistic religious movements, a usage favored by 

The Pomegranate: The International Journal of Pagan Studies, the leading peer-reviewed journal in the field. 

The term "Neopagan" provides a means of distinguishing between historical Pagans of ancient cultures 

and the adherents of modern religious movements. The category of religions known as "Neopagan" 

includes syncretic or eclectic approaches like Wicca, Neo-druidism, and Neoshamanism at one end of 

the spectrum, as well as culturally specific traditions, such as the many varieties of polytheistic 

reconstructionism, at the other. Some Reconstructionist reject the term "Neopagan" because they wish 

to set their historically oriented approach apart from generic "Neopagan" eclecticism. "Heathen", 

"Heathenism" or "Heathenry" as a self-designation of adherents of Germanic neopaganism (Theodism 

in particular) appeared in the late 1990s. ii 

 

 

 

 

 



THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF WITCHES' 
"PRINCIPLES OF WICCAN BELIEF" (1974) 
Seventy three Witches founded the Council of American Witches in 1974. In April of that year, at the Spring 

Witch meet in Minneapolis, MN, (1974-APR-11 to 14), they adopted the following document. At the 

time, Wicca and other Neo-pagan religions were greatly misunderstood in North America. This 

document helped to set the record straight. 

The thirteen statements are necessarily vague. They do not precisely and completely match any one 

Witchcraft tradition. But they do provide an introduction to the full range of belief systems found within 

"Wicca." 

Its policy of including all persons, regardless of "sexual preference" -- now referred to as sexual 

orientation -- was almost unheard of back in 1974. The Council disbanded later in 1974.  

Introduction: 

“In seeking to be inclusive, we do not wish to open ourselves to the destruction of our group by those 

on self-serving power trips, or to philosophies and practices contradictory to those principles. In seeking 

to exclude those whose ways are contradictory to ours, we do not want to deny participation with us to 

any who are sincerely interested in our knowledge and beliefs, regardless of race, color, sex, age, national 

or cultural origins, or sexual preference”. 

PRINCIPLES OF THE WICCAN BELIEF 
1. We practice rites to attune ourselves with the natural rhythm of life forces marked by the phases of 

the Moon and the seasonal Quarters and Cross Quarters. 

2. We recognize that our intelligence gives us a unique responsibility towards our environment. We seek 

to live in harmony with Nature, in ecological balance offering fulfillment to life and consciousness 

within an evolutionary concept. 

3. We acknowledge a depth of power far greater than that is apparent to the average person. Because it 

is far greater than ordinary it is sometimes called "supernatural", but we see it as lying within that which is 

naturally potential to all. 

4. We conceive of the Creative Power in the universe as manifesting through polarity-as masculine and 

feminine-and that this same Creative Power lies in all people, and functions through the interaction of 

the masculine and feminine. We value neither above the other, knowing each to be supportive of the 

other. We value sex as pleasure, as the symbol and embodiment of life, and as one of the sources of 

energies used in magickal practice and religious worship. 2 
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5. We recognize both outer and inner, or psychological, worlds -- sometimes known as the Spiritual 

World, the Collective Unconscious, Inner Planes, etc. -- and we see in the interaction of these two 

dimensions the basis for paranormal phenomena and magickal exercises. We neglect neither dimension 

for the other, seeing both as necessary for our fulfillment. 

6. We do not recognize any authoritarian hierarchy, but do honor those who teach, respect those who 

share their greater knowledge and wisdom, and acknowledge those who have courageously given of 

themselves in leadership. 

7. We see religion, magick and wisdom-in-living as being united in the way one views the world and lives 

within it -- a world view and philosophy of life which we identify as Witchcraft, the Wiccan Way. 

8. Calling oneself "Witch" does not make a Witch -- but neither does heredity itself, nor the collecting of 

titles, degrees and initiations. A Witch seeks to control the forces within her/himself that make life 

possible in order to live wisely and well without harm to others and in harmony with Nature. 3 

9. We believe in the affirmation and fulfillment of life in a continuation of evolution and development 

of consciousness, that gives meaning to the Universe we know, and our personal role within it. 

10. Our only animosity towards Christianity, or toward any other religion or philosophy of life, is to the 

extent that its institutions have claimed to be "the only way," and have sought to deny freedom to others 

and to suppress other ways of religious practice and belief. 

11. As American Witches, we are not threatened by debates on the history of the Craft, the origins of 

various terms, the origins of various aspects of different traditions. We are concerned with our present 

and our future. 

12. We do not accept the concept of absolute evil, nor do we worship any entity known as "Satan" or 

"the Devil", as defined by Christian tradition. 4 We do not seek power through the suffering of others, 

nor do we accept that personal benefit can be derived only by denial to another. 

13. We believe that we should seek within Nature that which is contributory to our health and well-

being. 

  



 

THE WICCAN REDE 
Bide the Wiccan Laws we must, in perfect love and perfect trust 

Live ye must and let to live, fairly take and fairly give 

Cast the circle thrice about, to keep unwanted spirits out 

To bind the magick every time, let the spell be spake in rhyme 

Soft of eye and light of touch, speak ye little, listen much 

Honor the Old Ones in deed and name, let love and light be our guides again 

Deosil* go by the waxing moon, chanting out the joyful tune 

Widdershins go by the waning moon, chanting out the baneful rune 

When the Lady’s moon is new, kiss the hand to her times two 

When the moon rides at her peak, then your heart’s desire seek 

Head the North wind’s mighty gale, lock the door and drop the sail 

When the wind blows from the East, expect the new and set the feast 

When the wind comes from the South, love will kiss thee on the mouth 

When it whispers from the West, aching hearts find peace and rest 

Nine woods in the cauldron go, burn them fast and burn them slow 

Birch into the fire goes, in sign of what the Lady knows 

Oak in the forest towers with might, in fire brings the Gods’ insight 

Rowan is a tree of power, causing life and magick to flower 

Willows which by water stand, ease us to the Summerland 

Hawthorn’s burned to purify and draw Faerie to the eye 

Hazel, tree of wisdom & learning, adds its strength to the bright fire burning 

White are the flowers of apple tree that brings us fruits of fertility 

Grapes which grow upon the vine, bring to us both joy and wine 

Fir tree boughs are evergreen, immortal life in them is seen 
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Elder wood, the Lady’s tree, burn it not or cursed be 

Four times the Greater Sabbats mark, twice in light and twice in dark 

In death the spark of life is born, at Samhain when the veil is torn 

When the time for Imbolc shows, watch for flowers through the snows 

When the Wheel begins to turn, soon the Beltane fires will burn 

As the Wheel turns to Lugh’s light, power is brought to magick rite 

Four times the Lesser Sabbats fall, use the Sun to mark them all 

When the Wheel has turned to Yule, light the log; The Horned One rules 

In the Spring night equals day, time for Ostara to come our way 

When the Sun has reached its height, time for Oak and Holly to fight 

Harvesting comes home for all, when the Autumn Equinox does fall 

Learning flower, bush and tree, by the Lady, blessed be 

Where the rippling waters go, cast the stone and truth you’ll know 

When ye have and hold a need, hearken not to other’s greed 

With a fool no season spend, lest ye be counted as his friend 

Merry meet and merry part bright the cheeks and warm the heart 

Mind the Threefold Law ye should, three times bad and three times good 

When misfortune is enow, wear the blue star on thy brow 

True in love thou must ever be, lest thy love prove false to thee 

Eight words the wiccan rede fulfill, An’ it harm none, do what thou will 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CRAFT NAME 
 

A craft name, also known as magical/magickal name, is a secondary religious name often adopted by 

practitioners of Wicca and other forms of Neopagan witchcraft or magic. Craft names may be adopted 

as a means of protecting one's privacy (especially for those who are "in the broom closet"), as an 

expression of religious devotion, or as a part of an initiation ritual. It may also be used as a protective 

method, as it is believed by some that one's "true name" can be used as a taglock, to identify that person 

for the purpose of magical activities (predominantly curses 

In traditional forms of Wicca, such as Gardnerian or Alexandrian, Craft names are typically adopted 

primarily out of regard for their symbolism. Craft names may be carefully guarded and used only with 

members of one's own coven. Some Wiccans will use two different Craft names, one with the general 

public (or the Neopagan community) and one with their covenmates. Wiccans who choose to conceal 

their religion to avoid religious discrimination may use a craft name when speaking to the press. The use 

of Craft names as online handles for Neopaganism- or Wicca-related groups and discussions has 

become increasingly common. 

The use (or over-use) of "outer court" Craft names (to be used outside of initiates-only or "inner-court" 

settings) is the subject of some debate. Some treat the choosing of a name as a solemn and significant 

event while others regard the practice as an affectation to be ridiculed 

Craft names of well-known individuals 

Craft names of some famous Wiccans and other Neopagan witches include: 

Dafo - the initiator of Gerald Gardner, thought to be Edith Woodford-Grimes. 
Scire - a.k.a. Gerald Gardner. 
Ameth - a.k.a. Doreen Valiente, Gardner's first High Priestess. 
Dayonis - a.k.a. Thelma Capel who replaced Ameth as Gardner's High Priestess. 
Thelema - a.k.a. Patricia Crowther. 
Artemis - a.k.a. Eleanor Bone. 
Tanith - a.k.a. Lois Bourne. 
Robert - a.k.a. Fred Lamond. 
Olwen and Loic - a.k.a. Monique and Campbell 'Scotty' Wilson. 
Robat - a.k.a. Raymond Buckland, initiated by Olwen and responsible for providing a bridge for Wicca between the 
UK and USA. 
Rowen - a.k.a. Rosemary Buckland, high priestess descended from Olwen, and Raymond Buckland's ex-wife  
Verbius - a.k.a. Alex Sanders. 
Aradia - a.k.a. Phyllis Curott, the story of the adoption of her craft name is told in her autobiographical Book of 
Shadows  
Silver RavenWolf - a.k.a. Jenine E. Trayer. 
Zsuzsanna Budapest - a.k.a. ZsuZsanna Ernese Moukesay. 
Starhawk - a.k.a. Miriam Simos. 
Cerridwen Fallingstar - a.k.a. Cheri Lesh. 
Lady Gwen Thompson - a.k.a. Phyllis Thompson (née Healy) 
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DO YOU NEED A WICCA ALTAR? 

A Wicca altar is an important aspect of the Wiccan religion for many witches. A value that goes way 

beyond having someplace to put all your witchy stuff!  

A Wicca Altar Is . . . 

 A focal point and container for magickal energies. 

 A reminder of your ideals. 

 An echo of your beliefs and wishes. 

 A Home for the Divine. 

 And, perhaps most importantly, a Wiccan altar is a magickal "spell" for your success and well-

being. 

If you don't have one yet, you don't know what you're missing! Try it! An altar is a source of joy and a 

font of peace. 

And this section will tell you everything you need to know to get started. 

Everything You Need To Know 
About Your Wicca Altar 
 

What really is an altar? What goes on an altar? How do you create and tend an altar? And why would 

you want an altar in the first place? 

Fabulous questions! I'm glad you asked. 

Let's start at the beginning - the why - and work our way down to the details - the how. 

 

Why Is A Wicca Altar Important? 
 

Any altar is a symbolic manifestation of your innermost self. 

It is an expression of your heart's longing and your soul's potential. 

It is also a focal point for your devotion . . . A spiritual practice arena for devotion to the Divine. 

TEMPLES WITHIN AND WITHOUT 

We each have a Temple in our inner hearts. And any spiritual process is about entering and worshiping 

there. 

But it's not easy to access something so abstract. 



So, like your symbols and tools and Gods and Goddesses, you create something that comes through the 

gate of your senses. Something you can see and smell and touch. Even hear and taste, if possible. 

The more senses you engage, and the more you balance your sense perceptions, the more you can access 

the spiritual levels that you seek. 

In this context, altars are not some esoteric mystery, but the most natural expression of what has value 

to you. 

NATURAL ALTARS 

So, in the broadest terms, an altar is any collection of items that are personally meaningful. 

Almost everyone has one . . . That collection of photographs on the bedside table. The mementoes that 

gather on the mantle place. These are altars to your loves and your life. 

When you want to make an altar dedicated to your spiritual life, you simply focus a little more. You put 

only items that uplift your spirit and remind you of your ideals. 

That's all any spiritual altar is - Wiccan or otherwise . . . 

A symbol to help you remember . . . 

 Who you really Are, 

 Where you really come from, and 

 Where you are choosing to go! 

 

YOUR ALTAR NOURISHES YOUR SOUL 

Once you make your first conscious altar, and discover how beautiful and nourishing it can be, you may 

find yourself wanting to make altars everywhere. 

Go for it! How could you possibly go wrong, bringing the blessings of the Divine wherever you are. 

Your office, your car, your bedroom, . . . all are perfect places for an altar. 

. . . Because every altar becomes a home for what you enshrine there. When you create an altar to the 

Divine, She lives there. 

(So behave accordingly!) 
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Your Inner Temple 

You'll probably want to keep at least one altar private. 

Put it in a personal part of your house, or somewhere you can discretely close a door and keep it from 

sight. 

This can be your innermost Temple's altar . . . the Heart of your witchy heart. This is where you can put 

your most personal and meaningful items. 

 

THE POWER OF KEEPING SILENT 
 

This privacy isn't about hiding. It's the Fourth Power of the Witch: holding silence. 

When something is very sacred, it's not easy to talk about it. The words don't exist, for one thing. Even 

more, the respect for Soul and Spirit isn't common in our culture. 

So to expose your innermost Temple to idle curiosity, disdain, or ill intent is to open your Heart to 

violation and disperse the Power gathered by your altar. 

 

Your Private Relationship With The Goddess 
 

You will want to give your Wicca altar the respect it deserves. Especially once you've experienced the 

Power that your altar can move, in your life. 

Only those to whom you could safely entrust your most tender feelings should see this . . . if anyone. 

Even then, think about it carefully. There is no reason why you should share this altar at all. 

Your spiritual life is between you and the Divine. Your Wicca altar is the outward manifestation of this 

relationship. It can be kept completely confidential. 

Sometimes the most sacred things need to be kept silent about. 

Your relationship with the Divine is the deepest of relationships. Just as you are unlikely to let people 

watch while you and your beloved are making love keep your most personal altar truly sacred. 

All your other altars can be as open as you (and they) like. 

 

 

 

 



IT'S SIMPLE 
A Wicca altar doesn't have to be complicated or costly. You don't really need anything other than what 

you have on hand, or can easily find for free. 

You don't even need a specially designed altar table. Many people set up altars in convenient places, like 

an end table, a dresser, a mantle, even on top of the tv! For a private altar, a hutch with closing doors, or 

a bedside table can work well. 

And don't forget your outdoor spaces - perfect for Wicca altars! 

 

 Old stumps, 
 Hollows or nooks in trees, 
 On top of stones, 
 Beside creeks, 
 Small caves . . . 

Anyplace you aren't likely to step or sit on it, you can set up a little altar. 

TENDING YOUR WICCA ALTAR 
 

Tending an altar is a wonderful spiritual practice that anyone can do. 

It's very forgiving, as spiritual practices go. Which makes it perfect for those of us who are not yet 

particularly disciplined. 

THE MAGICK IN A WICCA ALTAR 
 

The benefits of tending your altar are not all in the spiritual realm. 

Your daily life will reflect what's happening on your altar. In other words, when you make changes on 

your altar, you will alter your life. 

If you feel stuck at work, for instance, alter things in the spiritual realm. Clean your altar thoroughly. Put 

on a fresh altar cloth in a bright colour. Decorate it with some new Wiccan stuff. And then watch your 

life transform. 

This magickal benefit creates motivation to keep your altar devotion up. 
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THE CARE AND FEEDING OF YOUR WICCA ALTAR 
 

Your Wicca altar is the external expression of your living soul. And like your soul, it needs some Tender 

Loving Care. 

A Wicca altar is almost a living entity. It may not be sentient. (Although I wouldn't try to prove that.) 

And tending an altar can be a rewarding meditative practice. 

Your altar is capable of . . . 

 

 Generating energy, 

 Boosting you to your goals, and 

 Positively influencing your life. 

 

What does a Wicca altar need? How can tending your altar improve your life? 

These questions and more are answered below. Let's start with the basics . . . 

What Kind Of Care Does Your Altar Need? 

A Wicca altar, just like a garden, needs at least occasional tending. Nurturing the plants, taking care of 

your tools, and seeing to the health of the soil will create a productive garden. 

With an altar, tending means feeding it energies, caring for the altar tools, keeping things clean - 

essentially freshening up your "soul garden" on a regular basis. 

The High Cost of a Neglected Altar! 

Of course you don't need to do this. . . but what happens to a garden that you neglect? It not only fails to 

produce positive benefits, it begins to produce negative ones - weeds! 

It’s the same with an altar. Cared for, your Wicca altar is a beneficial force of divine energy. 

A healthy altar funnels positive energy into your life, creating health, success, love, and happiness. 

Neglected, it becomes a drain on those very energies. 

And the more time you spend with your garden, even if you're just sitting in it, the healthier it will be. 

Just like your altar - when you bring your energy to it, even if just sitting there thinking, or tidying, or 

whatever, it will flourish. 

So . . . 

 

 



What Does Tending A Wiccan Altar Mean? 

Three basic things: 

1) Caring for Your Wicca Altar Tools 

 Finding and choosing the right Wicca altar tools 
 Buying altar tools with a proper attitude 
 Purifying your new altar tools 
 Dedicating and consecrating altar tools 
 Appropriately storing altar tools 
 Respectfully disposing of old altar tools. 

 
2) Freshening Your Wicca Altar Regularly 

 Keeping your altar current 
 Dusting 
 Replacing candles 
 Changing altar cloths 
 Reducing clutter, etc. 

3) Tending Your Altar as a Spiritual Practice 

 Making offerings to the Divine 

 Caring for your altar Deities 

 Respecting your own and others' altars 

 Doing all of these tasks with care and mindfulness 

What Freshens An Altar? 

Freshening a Wicca altar is mostly basic housekeeping - keeping it clean, tidy, and uncluttered. Mostly. 

Why Is Housekeeping Important? 

A dusty or dirty altar creates sluggish energy. Things become hard to achieve in your life. You may feel 

lethargic, overwhelmed, or stuck. 

A jumbled altar, or one with old spells and symbols on it, makes it hard to move ahead in new projects 

and to think clearly. A cluttered altar makes it difficult to assess priorities and do anything well. 

These are examples of ways your altar can affect you. Or, to be honest . . . how they affect me. These 

situations might have different results in your life, depending on what things you find challenging. 

The thing is, they will have results, and not beneficial ones. 

Of course, all these conditions in your altar usually reflect those situations in your life, too. This creates a 

sort of feedback loop, where your life gets muddled and your altar gets muddled, and then your life 

gets moremuddled, and so on. 
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An Out-Dated Altar? 

There is one extra point to "housekeeping" your Wicca altar which may not be immediately obvious . . . 

What really keeps an altar fresh is keeping the altar decorations current. 

Just as you don't keep Hallowe'en decorations up all year 'round, so your altar decorations need to stay 

in tune with the seasons. A bright green altar cloth at Samhain will be as out of sync as New Years 

decorations in June. 

But having your Wicca altar decorations reflect the Wiccan calendar is only part of it. 

 

Reflections of Your Soul 
 

Your altar decorations also need to mirror your internal seasons. Altar decorations can reflect your 

moods, and they can help you shift them. 

For instance, if you are feeling a lot of anger, your altar decorations can reflect that in two ways . . . 

 

1. Expressing that energy, as with a red altar cloth, black candles, Kali dancing with Her necklace 

of skulls, etc. 

This can help you access any buried levels of the anger, so that you can understand it, take 

action, and clear it out. 

OR . . . 

2. Mediating that energy, with a pale pink or white altar cloth, turquoise candles, and Tara, Kwan 

Yin, Mary, or Brigid bringing Her compassion to your sacred space. 

This can help shift a stuck energy into a higher vibration. 

The first method is only recommended if you have excellent emotional skills and a good support 

network. It can bring up very intense emotions that can be difficult to deal with. 

The second method is safer and much more gentle.  

 

 

 

 



Wicca Altar Etiquette 
 

Wiccan etiquette around altars is especially important. A Wiccan altar is sacred space, and ritual tools are 

highly attuned to the person using them. 

So there are some basic guidelines for good conduct that you need to be aware of. 

 

 You don't need to let anyone touch your sacred items. If you trust them, and if you are 

confident that they have positive energy and won't put yucky things into your rituals tools, you 

may let them if you wish. 

 Just because you've said yes once, doesn't apply to any other time or place. You are under no 

obligation to let them handle it again. 

 Never touch someone's altar or ritual items. If you are close to them, or you Circle together, it's 

okay to ask if you can hold it. 

 Interpret any hesitation as a "no." 

 And gracefully accept a "no." It may not be anything personal. Some things are simply too 

private to share. 

 Ask before placing things on a group altar. Usually for group work, you will know ahead of time 

the kinds of things that might be appropriate. But sometimes very specific energy is being raised, 

and other items may not serve the ritual. 

 Avoid talking about your sacred items and spiritual practices with "outsiders." People who don't 

use them don't understand, and it dilutes your Power to share sacred things with them. 

Especially if they turn out to be judgemental about it. 

  
  Now you can buy your Altar tools or you can make/find them in Nature. If you prefer the latter read on... 
 
So what do you need to know about harvesting Wiccan ritual tools from nature? 
Three things: 
 

 What you can use, 
 How to find it, 
 How to accept the gift respectfully. 

 

That's what this article covers. 
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Wiccan Stuff in Nature 

Everything you find in nature you can use as Wiccan stuff. You can give it as an offering to the Divine, 

on your altar, or in a special place outdoors. 

Stuff from nature all embodies an element / direction too. So they can be used to "hold the direction," 

that is, to represent that direction. So you can set up a very quick and virtually invisible sacred space 

anywhere you are. 

Here are some of the most common natural objects that are utilized as Wiccan ritual tools. 

 Stones 
Wicca symbols of Earth element, direction North. 
Stones can be used as altar offerings or even as a Wicca altar. Can also use stones for healing and for spells. 

 Shells 
Wicca symbols for Water element, direction West. 
Shells can be used to hold energy, to invoke the Goddess, and for spells. 

 Sticks 
Wicca symbols for Fire element, direction South. 
Branches or sticks can be used for wands or staffs, or for dowsing. 

 Herbs 
Wicca symbols for Earth, direction North. 
Many herbs and plants can be used as sacred scents and Wiccan incense. They are also particularly useful in 
spells. 

 Seeds 
Wicca symbols for Air, direction East. 
Seeds are used to represent new beginnings, and find their way into many Wiccan magick spells. They can be a 
promise of future joy or success. 

 Flowers 
Wicca symbols for Earth, direction North. 
Flowers are often used for offerings, and to decorate altars. 

 Feathers 
Wicca symbol for Air, direction East. 
Feathers can be used to ritually cleanse energy, and to fan to smudge smoke. 

 And these are only a few ideas. 
 

Harvesting Wiccan Ritual Tools 
 
Before you take something from nature for ritual use, remember that it has a living spirit - even a broken branch or 
abandoned shell. And it is part of a system of interconnected life that has a living spirit - the soul of the forest or beach 
or park. 
So before you make off with it, ask. And then remember to say thank you! 
 

Only Take What Is Willing 
 
Ask the stuff if it is willing to come with you. Ask if it agrees to do the work you have in mind. 
Most things are happy to participate in sacred rites, or even to help out other beings by adding to a spell. Even living 
things like plants and trees are usually willing, when asked, to sacrifice themselves for a good cause. Humans could 
learn a lot from the generosity of nature! 
One thing is certain. If you take something that is not willing, it won't be a beneficial Wiccan ritual tool for you. 
 



How Can You Tell If It's Willing? 
 

Sensing the agreement and readiness comes with practice. And it may be different for each witch. 

You may feel a difference between a "yes" and a "no" with your hand on it. It may feel like a sense of 

peace for yes, or a sense of discord for no. Warmth generally signals yes, and coolness no. 

And ask the Divine to help you understand. With a little practice, you will come to feel something, and 

know how to interpret it. 

After Agreement 

If you're taking a plant, give it some time after it agrees to come. 

Plants don't seem to have individual souls the way humans do - or so it seems to me. I've found that if 

you give them a minute or two, they will withdraw their life force into their roots. 

In this way, they can send their soul into another growth. 

Then it seems that you're not actually killing the being, but pruning it, like a very long toenail. 

 

What Can You Offer? 
 

If the item says yes, then you are free to take it. But remember to offer something back to the spirit 

of the place in return. 

This is a way of saying Thank-you to the spirit of the being, and to the Divine Source. 

A piece of hair, a little water, a bit of food . . . whatever seems to you like an offering. 

And the greater the gift nature offers you as a Wiccan ritual tool, the greater your thank-you should be. 

The important part isn't what the Earth gets, but the recognition that you've received a gift, and a 

grateful desire to offer something in return. 

To take something without gratitude and respect is to harm the Earth, even in a minute way. You also 

harm yourself, to take without giving. 

Plus, there is the energy involved. 

Bottom Line on Wiccan Ritual Tools from Nature 
 
If you want something that will add to your rituals or spells, you want it to be filled with good energy and willing to 
help you. 
Otherwise, you're sabotaging your efforts. 
Choose your ritual supplies with awareness. Gather them with conscious gratitude. 
If you do this, your Wiccan ritual tools will serve you well. And you will serve them well, too. 
This goes for when you buy Wiccan ritual tools too. 
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Cleansing & Preparing Your Ritual Tools 
 

Now you've got your ritual tools, what do you do next? You certainly don't want to just put them on 

your altar or on your person, without clearing them of any energies they've collected! 

Preparing your Wiccan ritual tools doesn't need to be long or complicated. But it does need to be done. 

And what about after using them? Where do you keep your sacred objects, and what do you do with 

them once you're done with them? 

This article covers all the basics of using sacred tools . . . 

 

 Using Animals 
 Purification Methods 
 Dedication Tips 
 Consecration Reasons And Tips 
 Charging Your Wiccan Tools With Magickal Energy 
 Storage Of Ritual Items 
 Passing Sacred Objects On 
 Caring For Altar Deities 

YOU'VE GOT YOUR WICCAN RITUAL TOOLS, RIGHT? 
 

The first step, once you've chosen your location and altar table, is acquiring altar items and other ritual 

tools. 

If you haven't, see Getting Started With Wiccan Tools for tips on how to find, buy, harvest, and make 

your Wiccan ritual tools.  

 

USING ANIMAL PARTS AS RITUAL ITEMS 
 

If you choose to use horn, antler, bones, or other animal parts you need to attend to the spirit of the 

animal. 

Purification, blessing, and thanksgiving are particularly critical, more so than for other altar tools: it does 

you no good to have anything with lingering negative energy on your altar! 

In fact, that is the most dangerous place to have it. 

If it is an item that was dropped naturally, this is not an issue. For example . . . 

 

 Antlers in the fall, 
 Feathers in the molting season, 
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 Snake skin sheddings. 
But if it's an integral part of the animal, or something taken after its death, then follow these 

precautions. 

If the animal was harmed in taking the item, do not use it. Some of that harm will linger, no matter what you do 

to purify it. 

 

CAN YOU USE ANIMAL PARTS SAFELY? 
 

Well, we're not talking about life and death situations, probably. But the energy cancontaminate your 

spiritual progress, your rituals, and your spells. 

Because of the subconscious training that we are programmed with as a European-derived culture, death 

is tricky to work with. 

Even if consciously you reject the Western attitude toward death, on a subconscious level it can linger. 

And it certainly remains in our cultural energy field, of which you are a part. This will draw 

contaminating energy to the item. So . . . 

It is safest to refrain from placing parts of dead animals on your altar, or using them in ritual. 

At the least, wait until you are able to sense energies clearly. That way you will be able to perceive 

whether a negative residue lingers in the object, or rises in you when in its presence. 

If you must use them, purify thoroughly and on a regular basis, and offer something to the spirit of the 

animal to help it on its way either to the Divine or to rebirth. 

PURIFICATION OF YOUR RITUAL TOOLS 
 

Purification and dedication of your Wiccan ritual tools should be done as soon as you can after you get 

them. 

Certainly purify them at least, before using or wearing the object! 

Items that have a heavy or dark or hot energy need purification. This is particularly true of crystals. 

When clear, they will feel cool, tingly, bright, or positive. 

A purified object is much more powerful than a contaminated one, and its magick is less likely to go 

awry. 

Purification, dedication, and consecration of ritual objects take place in sacred space - that is, within 

Ritual. So begin by casting a Circle. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 



WITCH TIP: Before going further, check that the item won't be harmed first . . . 

Water - Crystals and other stones may be damaged by hot water. Always use cool water. Some crystals 

may be damaged even by cool water, I've heard, but I've never experienced that. Leather may harden in 

water. Fabric may run, fade, or shrink - especially in hot. 

Sunlight - Gem stones, crystals, and other items may also be damaged - faded, melted, or broken by the 

heat. 

Salt - Opals, metal, leather, and fabric can be damaged by salt, either dry or in water. 

Smudging or Flame - Stones may be damaged by heat. Other items, like cloth and plant material, may 

be flammable - use extreme care. 

Moon Bath 

The simplest way to purify Wiccan tools is to bathe them in Moonlight. This will not only cleanse them, 

but recharge them as well. 

Except for the very lightest cleansing, you'll probably need to leave them at least one full cycle of the 

Moon. Full to Full, or Dark to Dark . . . whichever feels right to you. For lighter Moon-washes, use the 

Waning Moonlight. 

If your altar is in the Moonlight, this is the best place to leave your ritual tools for a Moon bath. 

Otherwise, hanging them in a tree is good. (If it's sparkly and you have lots of crows, ravens, or magpies 

around though, they might make off with it when you're not looking!) 

Herb Baths 

You can bury your Wiccan tools in herbs for cleansing. Particularly effective are rose petals, sage, and 

mint. This is a lovely way to clean sacred objects, but it can take a while. 

Sea Salt 

A faster method is a sea salt bath. You can bury your Wiccan tools in dry sea salt, or a salt-water bath. 

Washing it in the Ocean, or even running wild water like a river, is even better. 

If it feels like it needs a very deep cleansing, you can leave it in the salt water for a period of time - even 

in the Moonlight, for a double whammy. 

Earth Cleansing 

You can bury certain items in Earth for purification - like stones and crystals. This will do a very deep 

cleansing. Simply bury them, pointing downward, into Earth outdoors, between the roots of a tree is 

ideal. If you can't manage that, bury them with a potted plant. 

The real trick to this method of purification is remembering exactly where you buried your ritual tools! 
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Be sure to leave a marker that is unlikely to be removed. 

 

Smudging 

Even more rapid is smudging, particularly using cedar or sage. Pass the ritual tools through the smoke a 

few times. This is enough for most purposes. But you can do as much as you need. 

This is a great method for healing tools, especially stones. 

 

 

BATHING IN LIGHT 
 

Similar to smudging, you can pass ritual tools through (or above) the flame of your Goddess candle. 

The Light will purify and remove any negative energies. 

It needs to be done carefully, to avoid burning yourself and scorching your tools. 

 

Cleansing Breath 

After coming to a place of calm and peace, you can blow into your ritual tools, with the intention of 

being a conduit for Divine Energy. 

Blow the negativity away, and blow positivity in - imagining this as white or golden light replacing any 

shadows in the object. 

 

Running Water 

Holding your ritual tools under cold running water can cleanse them, but this is usually unadvisable 

except for stones. 

In which case, if they are pointed, make sure the points face downward with the flow of water, so the 

negative energy flows out and away. 

You can do this with tap water as a last resort, but living water is much better. 

  



 

DEDICATION OF RITUAL TOOLS 

The dedication, or programming, of Wiccan tools is simply setting an intention for their use. And 

communicating that intention to the ritual item, making sure that you have its consent. 

 This cup will be my Chalice. 

 This knife will be my Athame. 

 This shell will be for healing. 

 This stone will be for grounding energies. 

 And so on. 

The dedication of your Wiccan tools begins in those first moments when you scan to find the right tools 

for you. 

It continues when you pick up the items, and ask them whether they are willing to work with you, and in 

what way. 

The purpose of dedication is to have the two of you - you and the Wiccan tool - coordinating your 

energies and focusing them on a single purpose. This magnifies the Power available to you. 

 

How To Dedicate Your Ritual Tools 
 

Once you've purified your Wiccan tools, take a minute or two in sacred space — that is, still within the 

Ritual Circle - to quietly feel the item's energy. 

Once you have a sense of that, visualise clearly what purpose you have chosen it for. Send that image or 

idea into the ritual item. Ask it if it is willing to participate in this. 

Then sit quietly, and open yourself to hearing its response. You may feel an increase in energy - which 

signifies yes, or a decrease - which means no. 

Chances are that at this stage, the objects will be right on board. If so, this step serves to clarify the 

item's purpose. 

IF THE OBJECT DISAGREES 

But it is possible that it rejects the idea, even now. If so, there are three likely reasons . . . 

 It has not been sufficiently cleansed. In this case, do a deep purification. 
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 Your intention is not clear, or in some way harmful. In this case, spend some time exploring 

your intention and getting clear on what you want to do . . . and why. Divination might help, 

since it is excellent at revealing hidden currents. 

 It has a specific purpose in coming to you, but not the one you thought. In this case, spend 

some time with this item, and ask it to reveal its purpose to you. Sooner or later - generally, as 

soon as you're willing to hear it - you'll understand. At which point you can dedicate the object 

and yourself to that intention. 

Consecration Of Sacred Objects 
 

For some items, dedication may be enough. Personally, I think you can never go wrong by invoking the 

Divine. 

Consecrating your ritual tools is a way of setting them at a high vibrational level. This protects them 

from contamination by negative energy, and charges them with Divine Energy. This greatly increases the 

item's Power. 

Consecration is especially useful for anything that may be used in healings. 

You may want to consecrate your ritual tools to specific deities. For instance, Tara or Quan Yin for 

compassion, Kali for releasing the old, Hecate for protection, Artemis for clear focus, etc. Or you may 

simply align it with positive energy. 

 

How To Consecrate Sacred Objects 

After purification and dedication, you can do one of the following in sacred space, using both your 

imagination to visualise it and your voice to ask for it . . . 

 Hold the item in your dominant hand (usually the right), and focus on the purest, brightest white 

Light you can imagine. Imagine it filling yourself, your sacred space, and the ritual object. 

 Smudge the Wiccan tool with cedar smoke, visualising the sacred Power of the cedar aligning its 

energy with the Most High. 

 Pass the object "through" (or above) the light of your Goddess candle (or if you choose, both 

Goddess and God candles). Think of that Light penetrate and filling all the spaces between the 

atoms in your Wiccan tool. 

After each of these, place your Wiccan tool on your object, in the very centre. Focusing on it 

completely, ask your Deities to sanctify this tool. 



State clearly "Only the most pure Divine energy may enter and work through this sacred object." 

Hold this intent, until you feel it has completely "taken." Then close your intent with "So mote it be! 

Blessed be." 

Your Wiccan tool is now consecrated. 

Charging Your Ritual Tools with Magickal Energy 
 

You can do this the same way you consecrated, essentially. The difference is that you build up a certain 

magickal energy beforehand - in Ritual space, and then fill the Wiccan tool with that energy. 

In this case, you can use a smudging herb that contains that energy. 

You might want to use essential oils to instill certain energies into your Wiccan tools. They can be 

dabbed onto the object. But be sure it won't damage the material. 

Another option is to place your ritual tools on the altar during rituals and spell-casting. This is especially 

popular - and practical - to do at group rituals, when appropriate. Lots of good magickal Power can be 

raised, and if you've set the intention, the object can soak it up. 

Storage 
 

Storage of ritual tools eventually plagues every witch, it seems. 

The key to good storage is to remember that your Wiccan tools are sacred objects, with a consciousness 

of their own. They must be treated with respect. 

 

How To Store Your Ritual Tools 
Ideally, you might have a wooden chest or something similar to store your ritual tools when they're not 
in use. 
However, in my experience a cardboard box can work, as long as it's a nice one, and clean. And small 
enough that you don't need to pile things on top of other things. 
But make it more than shoving things out of site. You could use some nice tissue paper to store them in. 
(Pick some up cheap at discount stores.) 
Another good alternative is to find scraps of nice fabrics, and sew pouches for your ritual objects. 
Natural fabrics are definitely best. You don't need to sew them yourself, of course, but pouches are very 
easy, and putting your care into them will convey your care to the objects that are stored in them. 
Plastic mini-drawers are not recommended. Although they are very handy - and I admit to having used 
them myself. But they seem to stifle the energy in ritual items. 
Still, it may be better than a jumble of items in a bag stuffed under the bed. 

 
WHERE TO STORE YOUR RITUAL TOOLS 
 

Keep your ritual tools under the altar if at all possible. Or beside it if necessary . . . as near as may be. 
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If there's too much to fit, chances are you need to release some. This is actually always a good idea. (See 

Disposal of Your Ritual Tools, below.) 

DISPOSAL OF YOUR RITUAL TOOLS 

When something comes off your altar, you are likely done with it. Unless it is expensive or hard to 

replace, you'll likely find another one when you need it. 

So when you clear something off your altar, consider passing it on. 

While it's still vibrantly alive, it will appreciate going to good use elsewhere. Plus, this relieves you of 

caring for hundreds of ritual tools that you never use - something that simply can't be done properly. 

WHERE TO PASS ON WICCAN TOOLS 

You can give ritual tools to other witches. 

One lovely way is to have a give-away. Wrap each item, and then take them to your next ritual. Let each 

person there choose, until they are all gone. 

This is not only a kindness to your Wiccan tools, but shows your appreciation for those you Circle with! 

Another option, if the energy is good and the object agrees, is to give it to someone you love, as a 

blessing. 

You can also release things to the wild. If it came from nature, you can take it back to its natural 

environment, if possible the place you found it. 

Or you can offer them to the Goddess at a natural "altar" - a stone, tree, cave, beach, or whatever feels 

right. From there, their life is their own. They could end up anyplace! Wherever the Divine chooses for 

them, or they choose for themselves. 

BEFORE LETTING GO 

Remember to give this object your thanks. It gave a lot of itself for your benefit, and receives so little in 

return. Show it real gratitude. 

In doing so, you become more honourable, and more ritual tools are then happy to work with you. 

 

  



 

WHAT TO DO WITH EXPIRED SPELLS 

When you've crafted a spell, and its work is done, you must release it. 

Generally, it is best not to recycle spell materials, although everyone has their own ideas about this. Solid 

objects that can be purified are easier to reuse than herbs and feathers. Use your own judgement. 

And what to do with what you can't reuse? Give them to the Goddess . . . 

 In fire, if safe to burn (no artificial fibres etc), 

 In water, if not toxic or dangerous to wildlife, or 

 In earth. 

 

"LOSING" RITUAL OBJECTS 

You can't really lose a sacred object. 

They may disappear, but you haven't lost them. 

When sacred items have completed the work they needed to do with you, or if they find someone who 

needs them more, they may wander off. 

This doesn't mean you can't look for them, ask around, do a finding spell, and so on. But once you feel 

it's really gone, let it go with your blessings, and your thanks. 

CARE OF DEITIES 

Deities that you have on your altar may be statues, pictures, or items that symbolise a deity, like a shell 

for Aphrodite. 

But no matter what it's made out of, an altar deity is not just a thing. 

IT IS THE DIVINE. 

Anything that is venerated as a goddess or god becomes Divine. You may not be able to sense it, at first, 

but it happens. 

So treating altar deities with respectful care is very important. As you treat Her representatives, so you 

treat the Divine. 
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CLEANING ALTAR DEITIES 

The great way to tend to altar deities - besides making offerings - is to get a couple of new makeup 

brushes. A fat fluffy one, and a narrow one will take care of any dust that accumulates. 

Keep them specifically for tending your altar. 

When you are going to handle a deity, it is respectful to bow or lambaste or in some way greet Her, and 

share your intentions. 

Then handle Her gently and with care, as you would a baby in your care. And when She is refreshed, set 

Her back with another bow, and gratitude for Her presence. 

Keep the Goddess fresh and well-loved on your altar, and She will be strong and happy in your life. 

  



 

13 POWERS OF THE WITCH 
(From the text of the Vangelo delle-Streghe or “Gospel of the Witches” as given to Aradia by 

the Goddess Diana to bestow upon the Witches) 

To grant her or him success in love 

To bless or curse with power friends or enemies  

To converse with spirits 

To find hidden treasures in ancient ruins 

To conjure the spirits of priests who dies leaving treasures 

To understand the voice of the wind 

To change water into wine 

To divine with cards 

To know the secrets of the hand 

To cure diseases 

To make those ugly beautiful 

To tame wild beasts 

(the 2nd in this list is actually 2 powers “to bless” and “to Curse”= 13. All may be taken 

symbolically or literally) 
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(Poetic version) 

(From Solitary Witch, Silver RavenWolf) 

Thirteen Powers do the Witches claim 

Their right of lineage by (your patron God/dess) name 

Tie a knot and say the words 

Or hand on head—the blessing conferred. 

A Witch can give success in love 

Curse or bless through God/dess above 

Speak to the beasts and spirits alike 

Command the weather, cast out a blight. 

Read the heavens and stars of the night 

Divine the future and give good advice 

Conjure treasure and bring fortune to bear 

Heal the sick and kill despair 

May be included in any spell by adding 

This is my birthright to have and to share 

Blessings upon you (person’s name; May the spirits be fair 

 

  



 

THE THIRTEEN GOALS OF A WITCH 
Wicca for the Solitary Practitioner, Scott Cunningham 

1. Know Yourself 

2. Know your Craft 

3. Learn 

4. Apply knowledge with wisdom 

5. Achieve Balance 

6. Keep your words in order 

7. Keep your thoughts in order 

8. Celebrate Life 

9. Attune with the cycles of the Earth 

10. Breath and eat correctly 

11. Exercise the Body 

12. Meditate 

13. Honor the God & Goddess  
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Also, here is a list of suggested reading material 

 Some Recommended Reading 
 To Ride a Silver Broomstick, To Stir a Magic Cauldron & To Light a Sacred Flame by 

Silver RavenWolf These are very basic manuals and subject to some controversy, but they do give a basic idea  

 Wicca: A Year and a Day by Timothy Roderick  

 Equal Rites, Wyrd Sisters, Witches Abroad & Lords and Ladies by Terry Pratchett They 
are fun. They are philosophically sound.  

 Drawing Down the Moon by Margot Adler Yeah, it’s thick. Read the first half-dozen chapters with 
the updates, then flip through the table of contents and see what appeals to you. 

 

 

  



TAKE YOUR TIME WITH THIS ASSIGNMENT BUILD ON 
YOUR MATERIAL AS MUCH AS YOU WANT.   
This will give you your flesh to your first steps on your 101 paths.  

1. What is Wicca? 

2. What Wicca is Not? 

3. What is a lineage Witch? 

4.  What is an eclectic witch? 

5. Name 5 types of Witchcraft and explain in detail? 

 a. 
 b. 
 c. 
 d. 
 e. 

 

6. Who was Charles Godfrey Leland? 

7. Who was Margaret Murray? 

8. Who was Gerald B Gardener and who was his HPS(s) 

9. What was the New Forest Coven 

10. Explain self-responsibility 

11. What was the American Counsel of Witches? 

a.) What year did they form the counsel? 

b.) What year did they disband? 

12. What does the Wiccan Rede mean to you? 

13. Briefly describe the principles of the Wiccan belief and who   established the principles? 

14. What is the Witches power and where does it come from? 

15. What are Witch 13 Powers of the Witch? 

16. Who was Star hawk? 
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VOCABULARY 
1. RELIGION 

2. Pagan 

3. Deity 

4. Wiccian 

5. Spirituality 

6. Witta 

7. Gerald B. Gardner 

8. George Pickingill's 

9. Reincarnation 

10. Merry meet and merry part 

11. Belief 

12. Neopagans 

13. Proselytize 

14. Shamanic 

15. Spirituality 

16. Confidentiality 

17. Immanence of Deity 

18. Solitaries 

19. Alex Sanders 

20. Hereditary 

ADDITIONAL TASK  
Watch the following video’s and write out two things from each you learned,  

http://bit.ly/witch1a 

http://bit.ly/witch1b 

http://bit.ly/wiych1c 



Memorize the following:  

ALTAR DEVOTION: 
Ancient Goddess, Mother of us all, Bless this rite this day  

Ancient God, Father of us all, Bless this rite this day,  

Remove all influences of that are not pure and for our good (light goddess candle (red) and god 

candle (green) 

 Bringing in the east with the incense (lighting)   

Ol being of air, I cleanse and bless you to bring us clarity and inspiration, So may it be 

 Moving to the south  

Ol being of fire, I cleanse and bless you to bring us the passion for our growth, So may it be 

 Moving to the west  

Ol being of water I cleanse and bless you, bring us transformation, So may it be 

Moving to the north,  

Ol being of the earth I cleanse and bless you to bring us the stability, so may it be 

  Moving to the center  

Together we connect to pure spirit, with the lighting of our sprit flame being the force of perfect 

love and perfect trust.  (Make three circles over the altar)   

In one hand hold the chalice, and holding over the pentacle, taking the blade, take three blades 

of salt,  

And mix three times clockwise 

Then State clearly “As the rod is to the god so is the chalice to the goddess and together we are 

free” 

End of altar deviation 
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QUARTER CALLS: 
  East-  

Call:  Hail spirits of the East, Element of Air and all ye in the Magickal realm, I “ Name”  call  

you to wittiness this rite and lend your aid this night,  Mighty Eagle  descend and protect this 

circle with your wisdom.  

Hail and Welcome  

South  

Call: Hail spirits of the South, Element of Fire, and all ye in the  Magickal realms, I “ Name” 

call you to wittiness this rite and lend your aid this night, Mighy Phoenix descend and protect 

this circle with your Passion   

Hail and Welcome  

West –  

Call: Hail spirits of the West, Element of water, and all ye in the Magickal realms.  I “Name” 

call you to wittiness this rite and lend your aid this night, Mighty Raven descend and protect 

this circle with your transformation    

Hail and Welcome  

North – 

 Call: Hail spirits of the North, Element of Earth, all ye in the Magickal realms, “Name” call 

you to wittiness this rite and lend your aid this night, Mighty Owl descend and protect this 

circle with your stability 

Hail and Welcome  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUARTER RELEASES  
  

Release of the quarters  

 North- Release:  Hail mighty ones of the North thank you for your aid this night go if you must 

stay if you like Might owl stay ever close to all who need your stability    Hail and farewell  

West – Release:  Hail mighty ones of the west thank you for your aid this night go if you must 

stay if you like Might Raven say ever close to all who need your transformation   Hail and 

farewell  

South Release:  Hail mighty ones of the South thank you for your aid this night go if you must 

stay if you like Might Phoenix say ever close to all who need your passion   Hail and farewell  

East Release:  Hail mighty ones of the East thank you for your aid this night go if you must stay 

if you like Might eagle say ever close to all who need your wisdom, Hail and farewell  

 

 


